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Sec. I <nl HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT
CHAPTER 171
The Highway Improvement Act
Chap. 171 279
1. In this Act,
(a) "Board" means the Ontario Munieipal Board;
(b) "bridge" means a public bridge, and includes a bridge
forming part of a highway or on, over, under or
across which a highway passes;
(c) "construction" includes re-construction;
(d) "Department" means the Department of Highways;
(e) "Deputy Minister" means the Deputy Minister of
Highways;
(j) "highway" means a common or public highway,
or any part thereof, and includes a street, bridge and
any other structure incidental thereto and any part
thereof;
(g) "land" includes an estate, term, casement, right or
interest in, to, over or affecting land;
(h) "maintenance" includes rcpe'lir;
(0 "Minister" means the Minister of Highways;
(;) "owner" includes a mortgagee, lesscc, tenant, occu-
pant, person entitled to a limited estate or interest,
and a guardian, c.xccutor, administrator or trustee
in whom land or any interest therein is vested;
(k) "regulations" means the regulations made under this
Act;
(1) "road" has the same meaning as highway;
(m) "rO<"ld authority" means a body having jurisdiction
and control of a highway;
(tt) "roadway" means that part of a highway designed























2.-(1) All property acquired under this Part is vested. in
the Crown and is under the jurisdiction and control of the
Department.
(2) Subject to subsection 2 of section 3, all property that
is under the jurisdiction and control of the Department may
be leased, sold or otherwise disposed of by the Minister.
1957.c.43.s.2.
3.-(1) Where the Minister desires to acquire for the
purposes of this Part jurisdiction and control over Crown
lands not under the jurisdiction and control of the Department,
he shall deposit with the Minister of Lands and Forests and
register in the proper registry or land titles office a plan and
description of the land to be known as and marked "Crown
Land Plan" and signed by himself, or by the Deputy Minister,
or by the Dire<:tor of Services, or by the Superintendent of
Properties, or by the Superintendent of Surveys, and by an
Ontario land surveyor, and thereupon the land is under the
jurisdiction and control of the Department for the purposes
of this Part.
(2) Where the jurisdiction and control of land or a part
thereof acquired under subsection 1 is no longer required for
the purposes of this Part, the Minister may, with the approval
of the Minister of Lands and Forests, by a writing signed by
himself, or by the Deputy Minister, or by the Dir«tor of
Services, or by the Superintendent of Properties, or by the
Superintendent of Surveys, deposited with the Minister of
Lands and Forests and registered in the proper registr; or land
titles office, declare that the jurisdiction and control of the
land or part thereof is no longer required and thereupon such
land or part thereof is under the jurisdiction and control of
the Department of Lands and Forests. 1957, c. 43, 8. 3.
4. The Minister or any person authorized by him may,
without the consent of the owner,
(a) enter upon and use any land;
(b) alter in any manner any natural or artificial feature
of any land;
(c) construct and usc roads on, to or from any land; or
(d) place upon or remove from any land any substance
or structure,
for any purpose of this Part. 1957, c. 43, s. 4.
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5. The Lieutenant Governor in Council may designate a ~ert~nll.tl(ln
highway or proposed highway as the King's Highway. 1957, m~~~QY
c. 43, s. 5.
6.-(1) Where the Minister desires to acquire an existing ro"rOooduro
highway, he shall register in the proper registry or land titles ~<l~I~lh~:
office a plan and description of the highway to be known as Y
and marked "Assumption Plan" and signed by himself, Or M:~mptlon
by the Deputy Minister, or by the Director of Services, or
by the Superintendent of Properties, or by the Superintendent
of Surveys, and by an Ontario land surveyor, and thereupon
the highway vests in the Crown, and the Minister forthwith
shall give notice in writing of such vesting to any municipality
concerned.
(2) The Minister may, before registering an Assumption ~:;:~::i~'l~~~
Plan, register in the proper registry or land titles office a Plan
preliminary plan of the highway to be known as and marked
"Preliminary Assumption Plan" and signed by himself, or
by the Deputy Minister, or by the Director of Services, or
by the Superintendent of Properties, or by the Superintendent
of Surveys, and by an On tario land surveyor, and such Pre-
liminary Assumption Plan when registered has the same force
and effect as an Assumption Plan registered under subsection
t; but an Assumption Plan of the highway shall thereafter
be registered under !ll1h~tion t. 1957, c. 4.1,!l. 6.
7.-(1) The Minister may, in the llame of Her Majesty, ~:~~qi:~d
acquire by purchase, lease or ?therwise or may, without the ~~l:~o,
consent of the owner, expropnate any land for the purposes
of this Part or for making compensation in whole or in part
to any person under this Part.
(2) Where the Minister desires to expropriate land under r:ro=~~~
this section, he shall register in the proper registry or land Pfiiti,~t
titles office a plan and description of the land to be known as 0 an
and rriarked "Land Plan" and signed by himself, or by the Land Pl,,~
Deputy Minister, or by the Director of Services, or by the
Superintendent of Properties, or by the Superintendent of
Surveys, and by an Ontario land surveyor, and thereupon the
land vests in the Crown.
(3) Where the land is required for a limited time only or ~~~~~~~
only a limited estate, right or interest therein is required, the nrUlred ,
plan and description so registered shall indicate, by approp- e 1l.
riate words thereon, that the land is taken for such limited
time only or that only such limited cst.."1tc, right or interest
therein is taken, and by the registration in such case the land
for such limited time or such limited estate, right or interest
therein vests in the Crown.














(4) Where the Minister is of opinion that he can obtain
the whole of a lot or parcel of land at a more reasonable price
or to greater advantage than by acquiring a part thereof
only, he may expropriate the whole of the lot or parcel and
alsoanyrightof way thereto. 1957,c.43,s.7.
8. In case of any omission, misstatement or erroneous
description in a plan or description registered under this
Part, the Minister may register in the proper registry or land
titles office a plan or description replacing or amending such
original plan or description and signed by himself, or by the
Deputy Minister, or by the Director of Services, or by the
Superintendent of Properties, or by the Superintendent of
Surveys, and by an Ontario land surveyor, and a plan regis-
tered under this section shall be marked to show thc nature of
the replacement or amendment and is of the same force and
effect as and is in substitution for the original plan or descrip-
tion to the exten t that such plan or description is replaced or
amended thereby. 1957, c. 43, s. 8.
9. Where a plan and description purporting to be signed.
by any of the persons authorized so to do is registered under
this Part, it shall be deemed to have been registered by the
direction and authority of the Minister and as indicating that
in the opinion of the Minister the highway described or the
land described is necessary for the purposcs of this Part, and
the plan and description shall not be called in question except
by the Minister or by a person authorized by the Minister.
1957,c. 43, s. 9.
10.-(1) Where any of the powers conferred by section 4
or 7 have been exercised, the Minister shall, within sixty
days thereafter, givc notice to the owner,
(a) if the owner is known and his residence is known,
by serving upon or by mailing by registered letter
addressed to him at his last known place of residence
a notice describing the land affected and the power
exercised and stating that every person having any
claim to compensation must file the claim in the
office of thc Minister within six months alter the
date of the notice, or, in thc casc of land injuriously
affected, within six months after the injury com·
plained of, or, in the case of a continuing injury,
within one year from the time whcll the injury
began or becamc known to him; or
(b) if the owner is unknown or his place of residcnce is
unknown, by thc publication of a similar notice oncc
a week for at least three weeks in a newspaper having
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general circulation in the county or district in which
the land affected is situate.
(2) Where notice has been given under subsection 1, a ~~w:;~egben
claim for compensation shall be made within the time limited
by the notice.
(3) Where no notice has been given under subsection I, ~~~~g~'~en
a claim for compensation may be made at any time by giving
notice thereof to the Minister, and the provisions of this
Part with respect to the fixing, payment and application of
compensation apply thereto. 1957, c. 43, s. 10.
11.-(1) The Minister shall make due compensation to the ~~~h~~~_
owner of land for any damage necessarily resulting from the tlon
exercise of any of the powers conferred by section 4 or 7 I
beyond any advantage that the owner may derive from the
contemplated work.
(2) Every such claim for compensation not agreed upon H:~e~rlna­
by the Minister and the claimant shall be determined by the ~r;:pcn.....
Board and not otherwise, and The Ontario Munuipal Board R.S.Q. If/60.
Act, except section 95, applies so far as is practicable to every c. 274
such claim that is referred to the Board.
(3) The Minister or the claimant may, with leave of the ~~~J~}o
Court of Appeal, appeal to that court from any determination Appeal
or order of the Board as to compensation under this Part.
(4) Application for leave to appeal shall be made within i~~"a[or
thirty days after the date of the determination or order of
the Board and the rules of court as to court vacations apply.
(5) The leave may be granted on such terms as to the Terms
appellant giving security for costs and otherwise as the court
deems just.
(6) Subject to subsection 4, the practice and procedure l'rocedu~
as to the appeal and incidental thereto are the s...me mlltatis
mutandis as upon an appeal from a county court. 1957, c. 43,
s. 11.
12.-(1) The compensation agreed upon or determined ~rh:O~CJ:_
under section 11 stands in the stead of the land concerned,lIauon
and any claim to or encumbrancc 011 the land shall, as re-
spects the Crown, be converted into a claim to or upon the
compensation and no longer affects the land.
(2) H the compensation agreed upon or determined under r:::..rr:::::a?f
section 11 does not exceed S200, it may be paid to the person ~lgO'ounder
who may convey the land or agree as to the compensation -
without the giving of notice to any other person, saving
always the rights of any other person to the compensation as
against the person receiving it. t 957, c. 43. s. 12.



















13.-(1) Where at any time before compensation for land
expropriated has been agreed upon or determinC(j under
section 11 the land or a part thereof is found to be l.lllneces-
sary for the purposes of this Part or if it is found that a morc
limited estate or interest therein only is required, the Minister
may, by a writing signed by himself, or by the Deputy Min-
ister, or by the Director of Services. or by the Superintendent
of Properties, or by the Superintendent of Surveys, and
registered in the proper registry or land titles office, declare
that the land or such part thereof is not required and is aban-
doned by the Crown or that it is intended to retain only such
limited estate or interest as is mentioned in the writing, and
thereupon,
(a) the land declared to be abandoned revests in the
perSOIl from whom it was expropriated and those
entitled to claim under him; or
(b) in the event of a limited estate or interest being
retained by the Crown, the land so revests subject
to such limited estate or interest.
(2) Where part only of the land or all of it except the
limited estate or interest therein is abandoned, the fact of
the abandonment and the damage, a any, sustained in
consequence o( that which is abandoned having been expro-
priated and all the other circumstances o( the case shall be
taken into account in determining the amount to be paid to
a person claiming compensation.
(3) Where the whole of the land is abandoned, the person
from whom it was expropriated is entitled to all damages
sustained and all costs incurred by him in consequence of
the expropriation and abandonment, and the amount of the
damages shall be determined in accordance with subsections
2 to 6 of section It. 1957, c. 43, s. 13.
14.-(1) In any case in which the Minister deems it
advisable, he may, without an order, pay the compensation
or damages into the office of the Accountant of the Supreme
Court with interest thereon at 5 percent for six months.
(2) Upon an application for payment out of court of com-
pensation or damages paid into court under subsection I,
a judge of the Supreme Court may direct that such notice
of the application be given by publication or otherwise as
he deems proper and may direct lhe trial of an issue or make
such order with respect to the payment out of court of com-
pensation or damages and as to costs as he deems just.
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(3) If an order is obtained under subsection 2 in less thal1 ~dt~~:::tt
six months after the payment or the compensation or damages
into court, the judge may direct a proportionate part of the
interest to be returned to the Minister.
(4) Where unborn issue or an unascertained person or ~';.~'":'n
class arc interested in the compensation or damages, the :~t~~Bs~~"d'
judge may appoint such person as he deems proper to repre-
sent or act for them and any order made is binding on them.
1957,c.43,s.14.
us. Every person who is claiming compens.'\tioll or damages ~~~~orl.>lre
under this Part shall, upon demand made therefor by the Pllrtlcu1arll
Minister or any person authorized by him, furnish to the
Minister a true statement showing the particulars of his
interest in the land concerned and of the claim made by him.
1957, c. 43, s. 15.
16. Where an Injury to land alleged to be injuriously ~~:ri..tlon
affected by the exercise of any of the powers mentioned in sec- ~a C~wn
tion 4 or 7 may be removed in whole or in part by an alteration od!T\ld
in or addition to a work to which this Part applies or by the
construction of an additional work or by the abandonment
of a p<1.rt of the land expropriated or by the grant of any
land or easement, and if the Crown, before the compensation
is agreed upon or determined, undertakes to make such alter-
ation or addition or to construct such additional work or to
abandon such part of the land expropriated or to grant such
land or easement, the compensation shall be determined having
regard to such undertaking, and the Board shall declare that,
in addition to any compensation determined, the claimant is
entitled to have such alteration or addition made or such
additional work constructed or such part of the land aban-
doned or such grant made to him. 1957, c. 43, s. 16.
17.-(1) Interest at the rate of 5 per cent per annum may InteT\l8~
be allowed on the compensation or damages from the time
when the land was.cxpropriated, used or injuriously affected,
but no person who has been offered in writing a sum equal
to or greater than the compensation or damages shall be
allowed interest thereon for any period after the date of the
offer.
(2) Where the Board is of the opinion that any delay in ~t~'::t
determini~g the compensation or damages is attributable in ~~bh~d
wllOle or III part to the person entitled to the compensation
or damages or any part of it, the Bo.."1rd may refuse to allow
him interest for the whole or any part of the time for which
he might otherwise be entitled to interest, or may allow
interest at such ratc less than 5 per cent per allnum as appears
just. 1957,c.43,s.17.






18. The Treasurer of Ontario may payout of the Con-
solidated Revenue Fund to any person any sum to which
he is entitled under this Part as compensation, damages or
costs. 1957,c.43,s.18.
Minister 11) ·fl ',.. h . h· h I·· f .. I·mny o:lorclso • 1C n' lfilster as, Wit III t e Imlts 0 any mUlllClpa Ity
~u~~:;r o;;lt in which the King's Highway is situate, all the powers that





20.-(1) The Minister has in respect of the King's High-
way all the rights. powers, benefits and advantages conferred
by by-law or agreement or otherwise upon the municipality
that had jurisdiction and control of the highway before the
highway was vested in the Crown, and the Crown may sue
thereon in the stlme manner and to the S<'tme extent as the









~fn~~t~~ (2) Thc Minister is entitled to a copy of any such by-law
~~~~e8"'~~. or agrecmcnt from thc municipality and has the right to
, inquire into and ascertain full particulars concerning any
such by-law or agreement. 1957, c. 43, s. 20.
~i';~~~~ng ~l. Where the King's Highway intersects a highway that
is not the King's Highway, the continuation of the King's
Highway to its full width across the highway so intersected
is the King's Hig-hway. 1957, c. 43, s. 21.
22.-(1) Where it is deemed by the Minister that a
highway that is under the jurisdiction and control of a city,
town or village or that is in a city, town or village and under
the control of the county should be constructed as a connect-
ing link between 1)'"1rts of the King's Highway or as an exten-
sion of the King's Highway, the Lieutenant Governor in
Council may designate such highway as a connecting link or
as an extension, as the case may be, to be constructed by the
city, town, village or county, and the council of the city, town,
village or county may pass by-laws for issuing and may issue
:;.~.j~' HIGO, dcbentures undcr Tile MUlticipal Act, payable in such period
as the Minister approves but not exceeding twenty years
from the time or timcs whcn thc dcbcntures are issued, for an
amount sufficient to pay the municipality's share of the cost
of the construction of the highway, but ill the case of a city,
town or village, it is nol necessary for the council to obtain the
assent of the elcctors to any such by-laws for the issuc of dc-
bentures or to observe the formalities in relation thereto
prescribed by The Municipal Act.
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(2) In the case of a city, town or village, work required to ;-:g:lk[~
be constructed under subsection 1 may be undertaken as a provemtnt
local improvement under The Local Improvement Ad, and in ~'~2~' 1960.
that case the council may by by-law fix the proportion of the
cost of the work to be borne by the municipality at large as
the council deems proper.
(3) The Minister and the council of a lawn, not being a to~r~~,:-,:..nt
separated town, or of a village may enter into an agreement ;~li'aIlSe:~d
for the construction and maintenance therein by the muni- g
cipnlity or by the Department of a highway designated under
subsection 1.
(4) The Minister and the council of a city or of a separated ~ftY~'and
town may enter into an agreement for the construction therein ~~an':tOd
by the municipality or by the Department of a highway
designated under subsection L
(5) The Minister and thc council of a county may enter :':~~tl(l8
into an agreement, in the case of a highway in a town, not
being a separated town, or a village, for the construction by
the county or by the Department of a highway dcsignated
under subsection 1, and, in the case of a highway in a city or
separated town, for the construction therein by the county or
by the Department of a highway designated under subsection 1.
(6) An agreement under subsection 3, 4 or 5 may provide ~~~~or
that a proportion of the cost of thc work shall be paid out of
the moneys appropriated therefor by the Legislature and that
the remainder shall be borne and paid by the city, town, vil-
lage or county, as the case may be, but the proportion to be
paid out of the moneys appropriated therefor by the Legis-
lature sllall not exceed ,
(a) where the highway is in a town, not being a separated
town, having a population of not more than 2,500 or
in a village having a population of not more than
2,500, a s'um equal to the cost of construction of a
roadway of a width of not less than 22 feet and 110t
marc than 48 feet and of the maintenance of a road·
way of a width of not more than 48 feet;
(b) where the highway is in a town, not being a separa-
ted town, having a population of more than 2,500
or in a village having a population of more than
2,500, a sum equal to the cost of construction of a
construction of a roadway of a width of not less than
22 feet and not more than 48 feet and of the mainten-
ance of a roadway having a width of not more than
48 feet; and












(c) where the highway is in a city or separated town,
a sum equal to 50 per cent of the cost of the construc-
tion of a roadway of a width of not less than 22 feet
and not more than 48 feet.
(7) Notwithstanding clause b of subsection 6, where the
highway is in a town, not being a separated town, having a
population of more than 2,500 or in a village having a popula-
tion of more than 2,500 and the work consists of the construc-
tion or maintenance of a bridge or culvert, the agreement may
provide that the proportion of the cost of the work that is
to be paid out of the moneys appropriated therefor by the
Legislature shall not exceed a sum equal to 80 per cent of the
expenditure on such bridge or culvert that is properly charge-
able to road improvemen t.
(8) An agreement under subsection 3. 4 or 5 may provide
for the construction and maintenance or for the construction,
as the case may be, of roadways or additional widths of road-
ways necessary to permit the proper interchange of traffic at
intersections 01 the highway designated under subsection 1
with any other highway, and in that case the agreement may
provide that a proportion of the cost of the construction and
maintenance or construction, as the case may be, of the work
shall be paid out of the moneys appropriated therefor by the
Legislature and that the remainder shall be borne and paid
by the city, town, village or county. but the proportion to be
paid out of the moneys appropriated therefor by the Legis-
lature shall not exceed,
(a) where the highway is in a town, not being a separated
town, having a population of not more than 2,500
or in a village having a population of not more than
2,500, a sum equal to the cost of the construction
and maintenance of the work;
(b) where the highway is in a town, not being a separated
town, having a population of more than 2,500 or in
a village having a population of more than 2,500,
a sum equal to 75 per cent of the cost of the construc-
tion and maintenance of the work; and
(c) where the highway is in a city or separated town,
a sum equal to 50 per cent of the cost of the con-
struction of the work.
(9) For the purposes of an agreement entered into under
subsection 3 or 4. the owner's share of the cost of local im-
provements shall not be included in the cost of the work
without the consent of the Minister, nor may any other con-
tribution received from any source be so included without the
consent of the Minister.
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(10) A highway does not, by reason of its having been con- ;ri~'~~i~~
structed or maintained under this section, become the property unchanged
of the Crown, but every such highway remains under the
jurisdiction and control of the city, town, village or county,
as the case may be. 1960, c. 44, s. 1.
23. The Minister and the council of a city, town or village ~~tay
may enter into an agrccment for the preparation of a rcport, f;~~rt
being a study of the development and improvement of the
road system in the city, town or village in relation to the
King's Highway, and the Minister may direct payment out of
the moneys appropriated therefor by the Legislature of a sum
not exceeding 75 per cent of the cost of the report. 1960, c. 44,
s.2.
24.-(1) The Minister and a municipality in which a part to~~~ent
of the King's Highway is situate or an owner of land adjoin- B%~~~~n or
ing a part of the King's Highway may enter into an agreement ~ld~h or
r h "f d r "d 1 " h roadwayor t e constructIOn 0 a roo way 0 a greater WI t 1 or Wit
different specifications than those for the remainder of the
roadway, and the Department may construct the roadway
accordingly.
(2) The additional cost entailed under such an agreement:tn~r~:I08t
to be borne by a municipality may be raised by a special tax war
or by the issue of debentures under The Local Improwmenl ~..S2?3. k~o.
Act or The AfunicipaJ Act, and debentures issued under either
Act shall be payable within a period not exceeding twenty
years (rom the date of the debentures, but it is not necessary
to obtain the assent of the electors to any by·law for the issue
of such debentures under The A{fmieipal Ad or to observe
any of the provisions of The Local Improvement Ad with
respect to the undertaking of works as local improvements.
1957, c. 43, s, 23.
25.-(1) Where the Minister or a person authorized by '?P~~~~h~
him deems it advisable to change the grade or make other i11'1\,;:fa
alterations upon a highway intersecting or affording access g y
to the King's Highway or giving access to private property,
the cost of the changes so made shall be deemed to be part
of the cost of the construction of the King's Highway.
(2) A municipality shall not open, close or divert any high- ~~I~gn~1°
way or road all~wa~ce ~nterillg or touching upon or giving ~~~I~~flnif
access to the King s Highway without the consent of the with King 8
L" G "C"I HighwllYIcutenant overnor III ounCl. 1957, c. 43, s. 24,
20 (1) TI M "" 1 "-_. b h" Dmlnl\Koof.- le Blister or a person aut lOnz,-"U y un may the Klng'l
initiate and carry out proceedings under any Act (or the Ii!ghWllY,
purpose of procuring proper drainage for the King's Highway,





and the i\lillistcr or such authorized person has authority to
file notices and declarations as owner with the clerk of the
local municip<tlity or lllullieip..1.1itics, or may receive notices
where any other person is the initiating party, in accordance
with the procedure prescribed in the Act, but no drainage
works shall be constructed upon the King's Highway under
any Act without the consent of the Minister or such authorized
person.
(2) The Minister may from lime to lime designate one or
more engineers of the Department to be the engineer or
engineers authorized to carry out the provisions of allY Act
for the purpose of procuring proper drainage for the King's
Highway or other property under the control of the Depart-
ment, and every engineer so designated has for such purpose
al1 the powers and shall perform all the duties on behalf
of the Department required of an engineer appointed by a
municipality. 1957, c. 43, s. 25.
Rgri~tr~~·Tk8 27. The Minister may construct, maintain and operate
such works as he deems necessary or expedient for the purposes
of this Part and he a:1d any person, including a municipality
or local board thereof, lllay enter into agreements with respect








28.-(1) While a work authorized by this Part is in
progress, the "linister or a person authorized by him may
close to traffic the King's Highway on which the work is being
done for such time as the i\linister or such person, as the case
may be, deems necessary.
(2) While the King's Highway is so closed to traffic, the
Department shall provide and keep in repair an alternative
route for traffic and for property owners who cannot obtain
access to their property by reason of such closing, Qr the
Minister ;'\nd a municipality lTlay enter into an agreement for
that purpose or the Minister may make a grant to a munici-
pality for that purpose, and any such expenditure or grant
shall be apportioned as a part of the cost of the work in
progress on the King's Highway by reason of which the alter-
native route is ncccssa.ry.
(3) While the King's I-lighwny is so closed to traffic,
the Minister or a person authorized by him shall protect it
by erecting or causing to be erected at each end of it, and
wherever an alternative route deviates from it, a barricade
upon which a red light shall be exposed and kept burning
continuously from sunset until sunrise and at such points
shall put up a detour sign indicating the alternative route
and containing a notice that the highway is closed to traffic.
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(4) Every person using the King's Highway closed to ~a(>b~I'i;.wn
traffic in accordance with this section docs so at his own
risk and the Crown is not liable for any damage sustained
by a person using the King's Highway so closed to traffic.
(5) Every person who without lawful authority uses the Orrence
King's Highway so closed to traffic while it is protected
in accordance with subsection 3, or who removes or defaces
any barricade, light, detour sign or notice placed thereon
by lawful authority, is guilty of an offence and on summary
conviction is liable to a fine of not more than $50 and is
also liable to the Crown for any damage or injury occasioned
by such wrongful use, removal or defacement. 1957, c. 43,
s: 27.
29.-(1) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may direct Closing
that any part of the King's Highway or any part of any other
highway that is under the jurisdiction and control of thc
Department may be closed.
(2) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may direct that ~r:~:r:~0t.0r
any p..'\rt of the King's Highway or any part of any other munielpality
highway that is under the jurisdiction and control of the
Department shall revert to the road authority previously
responsible for its maintenance or be transferred to the
municipality within which it is situate, and it vests in and
is under the jurisdiction and control of the road authority
to which it so reverts or the municipality to which it is so
transferred Oll and after the day named by the Lieutenant
Governor in Council.
(3) Where the Lieutenant Governor in Council directs the Pe~~~~~tlon
reversion or transfer of a highway under subsection 2, any
designation of the highway as the King's Highway or as a
secondary highway is revoked on the day named by the
Lieutenant Governor in Council under subsection 2. 1957,
e. 43, s. 28.
30.-(1) The Department Illay plant trees upon the King's r~a",r;tln/l'
Highway and the cost thereof shall be part of the cost of
its maintenance.
(2) No person, including a municipality and a local board ~~~un/l',
thereof, shaH injure, destroy, cut or prune any tree within
the limits of the King's Highway without first obtaining
the consent in writing of the Minister or a person authorized
by him.
(3) Every person who contravenes subsection 2 is guilty Offenoo
of an offence and on summary conviction is liable to a fine
of not less than $10 per tree and not more than $100 per tree





and is also liable (or any damage occasioned by the injuring,
destroying, cutting or pruning.
(4) The Department may pay an amount not exceeding
75 cents for each clm, maple or other tree of a species approved
by the Dcpartment planted on land adjoining the King's
Highway in accordance with the conditions of a pennit issued
therefor by the Minister.
(5) The amounts paid under subsection 4 are charg'cable
to the moneys appropriated therefor by the Legislature and
arc payable upon a ccrtificatc of an engineer of the Department
giving the name of thc pcrson entitled, the number of trees of
cach species planted and the amount to which the person is
entitled and certifying that the trees have been planted for a
period of three years and that they are alive, healthy and of
good form and were planted in accordance with the conditions
of the permit granted therefor by the Minister.
(6) The Minister may agree with the owner of property
adjoining the King's Highway with respect to the moving,
removal or construction of a wire or other type of fence along
the King's Highway and may pay the owner therefor.
!;~6rr~u"'~llg~8 (7) Subject to the pa.yment of such compensation as is
agreed upon or as is determined in the manner provided by
section 11, the Minister may direct the owner of any tree,
shrub, bush, hedge, fence, signboard, gasoline pump, build-
ing or other object growing or standing on lands adjacent
to the King's Highway to remove it where in his opinion the
safety or convenience of the travelling public so requires Or
where in his opinion it might cause the drifting Or accumula-





31.-(1) Notwithstanding anything in any general or
special Act, no person, including a municipality alld a local
board thereof,
(a) shall obstruct or deposit material on or take up or
in any way interfere with the King's Highway; or
(b) shall construct any private road, entranceway, gate
or other structure or facility as a means of access
to the King's Highway, other than a controlled·access
highway,
except in accordance with the conditions of a permit issued
therefor by the Minister. 1958, c, 35, s. 2.
(2) Every person who contravenes subsection 1 is guilty of
an offence and on summary conviction is liable to a fine
of not less than $50 and not more than $1,000. 1957, c. 43,
,. 30 (2).
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32.-(1) The Minister may make regulations prohibiting ~ll:ulatlng
or regulating the use of the King's Highway by any class of
vehicles or animals and may impose penalties for contravell-
tion thereof, but no such regulation has any force or effect
until approved by the Lieuten<lnt Governor in Council after
notice to any municipality affected thereby.
(2) Every person who, being the owner or having the care, ~~~eto
custody or control of horses, cattle, swine, sheep or goats, on highway
suffers or permits them or any of them to run at large with-
in the limits of the King's Highway is guilty of an offence
and on summary conviction is liable to a fme of not morc
than $5 for every such animal found at large upon the highway,
but this section does not create any civil liability Oil the part
of the OW1)er of the animal for damage caused to the property
of others as a result of the animal running at large within the
limits of the King's Highway. 1957, c. 43, s. 31.
33.-(1) The King's Highway shall be maintained and ee~:r~~1~t
kept in repair by the Department and any municipality in and ropafr
which any part of the King's Highway is situate is relieved
from any liability therefor, but this does not apply to any
sidewalk or municipal undertaking or work constructed or in
course of construction by a municipality or which a munici-
pality may lawfully do or construct upon the highway, and the
municipality is liable for want of repair of the sidewalk,
municipal undertaking or work, whether the waut of repair is
the result of nonfeasance or misfeasance, in the same manner
and to the same extent as in the case of any other like work
constructed by the municipality.
(2) In case of default by the Department to keep the King's ~~~~;:;~ 0
Highway in repair, the Crown is liable for all damage sustained ~~=of
by any person by reason of the default, and the amount
recoverable by a person by reason of the default may be agreed
upon with the Minister before or after the commencement of
an action for the ~overy of damages..
(3) No action shall be brought :lgainst the Crown for the ~?'}~~~.o::[.r
recovery of damages caused by the presence or absence or
insufficiency of any wall, fence, guard rail, railing or barrier
adjacent to or in, along or upon the King's Highway or caused
by or on account of any construction, obstruction or erection
or any situation, arrangement or disposition of any C<"l.rth,
rock, tree or other material or thing adjacent to or ill, along or
upon the King's Highway that is not on the roadway.
(4) No action shall be brought for the recovery of the~~l~ooor
damages mentioned in subsection 2 unless notice in writing
of the claim and of the injury complained of has been served
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or actIon
upon or sent by registered letter to the Minister within tcn
days after the happening of the injury, but the failure to give
or the insufficiency of the notice is not a bar to the action if the
judge before whom the action is tried is of the opinion that
there is rC<'l.sonablc excuse for the want or insufficiency of the
notice and that the Crown is not thereby prejudiced in its
defence.
(5) No action shall be brought against the Crown for the
recovery of darnagcs occasioned by the default mentioned in
subsection 2, whether the want of repair was the result of
nonfeasance or misfeasance, after the expiration of three
months from the time the damage was sustained.
~~~g~,,~n;ble (6) All damages and costs recovered under this section
and any amount payable as the result of an agreement in
settlement of a claim for damages and costs that has been
approved of ill writing by counsel is prlyable in the same
manner as in the case of a judgment recovered against the











(7) In an action against the Crown under this section,
the defendant shall be described as "Her Majesty the Queen
in right of the Province of Ontario, represcnted by the Minister
of Highways for the Province of Ontario", and it is not neces-
sary to proceed by petition of right or to procure the fiat of
the Lieutenant Governor or the consent of the A.ttorney
General before commencing the action, but every such action
may be instituted and carried on and judgment may be
given thereon in the S<."1me manner as in an action brought by a
subject of Her Majesty against another subject.
(8) Notwithstanding any general or special Act, in an
action against the Crown under this section, the defendant
may sct up by way of counterclaim any right or claim, whether
the right or claim sounds in damages or not, and may claim
contribution or indemnity from or any other relief over against
any person not a party to the action, and every such counter-
claim and claim may be instituted and carried on and judgment
may be given as if such counterclaim or claim was made by a
subject of Her Majesty against another subject.
(9) An action against the Crown under this section shall
be tried by a judge without the intervention of a jury. and the
trial shall take place in the county in which the default
occurred.
(10) The liability imposed by this section docs not extendLiabilityn(lt to
~h;~:r to a case in which a municipality having jurisdiction and
municIpality control over the highway would not have been liable for the
damage sustained. 1957, c. 43, s. 32.
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34.-(1) In this sectioll, "centre point of all intersection" u::r:gro.
is the point where the centre line of the through part of the
King's Highway meets the centre line of or the centre line
of the prolongation of any other highway that intersects or
meets the King's Highway.
(2) Notwithstanding any general or special Act. regulation, ~l~~~ay,
by-law or other authority, no person shall, except under a oon~rol
permit therefor from the Minister,
(a) place, erect or alter any building, fence, gasoline
pump or other structure or any road within 150 feet
of any limit of the King's Highway or within 600 feet
of the centre point of an intersection;
(b) place any trec, shrub or hedge within 150 feet of any
limit of the King's Highway or within 600 feet of the
centre point of an intersection;
(c) display any sign, notice or advertising device,
whether it contains words or not, other than olle sign
not more than two feel by one foot in size displaying
the name or the name and occupation of the owner
of the premises to which it is affixed or the name of
such premises within one-quarter mile of any limit of
the King's Highway; or
(d) use any land, any part of which lies within one-half
mile of any limit of the King's Highway, for the
purposes of a shopping centre, stadium, fair ground,
race track, drive-in theatre or any other purpose
that causes persons to congregate in large numbers.
(3) No person shall authorize or permit any act prohibited ~~l~~tg~ri.
by subsection 2. others
(4) The Minister may order that subsection 2 or such Appllcatl~n
clauses thereof as h~ specifics do not apply within the limits
of any city, town or village or such parts thereof as he specifies.
(5) The Minister may give notice to the owner of any ~~~C:et~tc
land requiring him, . .
(a.) to remove therefrom or alcer thereon any building,
fence, gasoline pump or other structure or any road,
tree, shrub or hedge placed, erected or altered; or
(b) to remove therefrom or alter thereon any sign, notice
or advertising device displayed,
in contravention of subsection 2.
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notloo (6) Every notice given under subsection 5 shall be in writing
and shall be served personally or by registered letter and in the
case of service by registered letter shall be deemed to have been
received on the second day following its mailing.
:.:~~~ t.zlth (7) Where the person to whom notice is given under sub-
notice section 5 fails to comply with the notice within thirty days
after its receipt, the Minister may in writing direct any
officer, employee or agent of the Department to enter upon
the land of such person and do or cause to be done whatever
is necessary to remove or alter the building, fence, gasoline
pump or other structure or any road. tree, shrub, hedge, sign,







(8) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions
of subsection 2 or 3 or who fails to comply with a notice given
under subsection 5 is guilty of an offence and on summary
conviction is liable to 11 fine of not less than $10 and not more
than $100 for a first offence and not less than $50 and not
more than $500 for any subsequent offence.
(9) Where a notice given under subsection 5 has been com-
plied with, the Minister shall make due compensation to
the owner of the land if the building, fence. gasoline pump
or other structure or a road, tree, shrub, hedge, sign, notice
or advertising device was placed, ea'cctcd or altered, as the
case may be,
(a) before the 24th day of March, 1950, and in com-
pliance with The Highway Improvement Act, being
chapter 56 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1937,
and the regulations thereunder; or
(b) before the day on which the King's Highway was,
so designated and in compliance with TM Highway
Impr01Jement Act that was in force on that day; or
(c) in compliance with a permit therefor, in which case
the making of compensation is subject to the prO-'
visions of the permit.
(10) Every claim for such compensation shall be determined
in accordance with subsections 2 to 6 of section 11.
(11) The Minister may issue permits under this section
in such form and upon such terms and conditions as be deems
proper, and may in his discretion cancel any such permit at
any time.
(12) The Minister may prescribe the fee to be paid for any
permit or class of permit under this section. 1957, c.· ..3, s. 33.
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35.-(1) In this section, "intersection" means the part of ~:~J'rc­
the King's Highway contained within the prolongation or con·
neetion of the boundary lines of a private road that crosses
the King's Highway.
(2) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regu- r:~d~t<o
lations designating provisions of The Highway Traffic Act or ~~g;~t~~b­
the regulations thereunder that shall not apply in intersections soctions (1.1 d





36. The Lieutenant Governor in Council may designate ~~~lled_
any part of the King's Highway as a controlled-access high- ~~rg~~~ion
way. 1957, c. 43, s. 34.
37.-(1) In this section, "road" includes an unopened road ~~:I';;"rre­
allowance.
(2) Subject to the approval of the Board, the Minister ~l~s.!sne~~~g
may close any road, other than a highway that is under the ~~d~clpl\l
jurisdiction and control of the Department, that intersects or
runs into a controlled-access highway.
(3) The Board may direct that notice of an application to~~li)~a~~~l
for approval of the closing of a road under this section shall
be given at such time, in such manner and to such persons,
including municipalities and local boards thereof, as the
Board determines, and may further direct that particulars of
claims in respect of land injuriously affected by the closing
and particulars of objections to the closing shall be filed with
the Board and the Minister within such time as the Board
directs.
(4) Upon the hearing of the application, the Board may :~:~.... of
make an order refusing its approval or granting its approval
upon such terms and conditions as it deems proper.
(5) The Minister or a person, including a municipality or Appeal
local board thereof, that has filed particulars of a claim or
objection may, with leave of the Court of Appeal, appeal to
that court from any order made under subsection 4, and
subsections 4 to 6 of section 11 apply mutatis nllttaluiis thereto.
(6) Upon the closing of a road in accordance with an Rg~wcn~.
order of approval, the Minister shall make due compensation
to the owner of land injuriously affected by the closing and
every claim for such compensation shall be determined
in accordance with subsections 2 to 6 of section 11, but no







claim by or on behalf of a person who has not filed particulars
of his claim within the time directed by the Board under
subsection 3 shall be nJlowed except by leave of the Board.
1957, c. 43, s. 35.
38.-(1) In this section, "centre point of an intersection"
is the point where the centre line of the through part or
p.1.rts of a controlled-access highway meets the centre line
of or the centre linc of the prolongation of any other highway
that intersects or meets the controlled-access highway.
(2) Notwithstanding any general or special Act, regulation,
by·law or other authority, no person shall, except under a
permit therefor from the Minister,
(a) place, crect or alter any building, fence, gasoline
pump or other structure or any road within 150 feet
of any limit of a controllcd·access highway or
within 1,300 feet of the centre point of an inter-
section ;
(b) place any tree, shrub or hedge within 150 feet of any
limit of a controlled·access highway or within 1,300
feet of the centre point of an intersection;
(c) sell, ofTer or expose for sale any vegetables, fruit or
other produce or any goods or merchandise upon or
within 150 feet of any limit of a controll(:(j-access
highway or within 1,300 fcct of the centre point of
an in tcrsection;
(d) place, erect or alter any power linc, polc line or other
transmission line within olle-quarter mile of any
limit of a controlled-access highway;
(e) display any sign, notice or advertising device,
whether it contains words or not, other than one
sigll 110t more than two fcet by one foot in size dis-
playing the name or the name and occupation of the
owner of the premises to which it is affixed or the
name of such premises within one-quarter mile of
any limit of a controlled-access highway;
(J) use any land, any part of which lies within one-half
mile of any limit of a controlled-access highway, for
the purposes of a shopping centre, stadium, fair
ground, race track, drive-in theatre or any other
purpose that causes persons to congregate in large
numbers; or
(g) construct or use any private ro..'ld, cntranceway, gate,
or other structure or facility as a means of access to
a controlled-access highway.
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(3) No person shull authorize or permit any act prohibited ~~I~~\~I~rl-
by subsection 2. othera
(4) The Minister may order that subsection 2 or such Application
clauses thereof as he specifics do not apply within the limits of
any city, town or village or such parts thereof as he specifics.
(5) The Minister may give notice to the owner of any land ~~~;?e~~tc.
requiring him,
Cal to remove therefrom or alter thereon any building,
fence. gasoline pump or other structure or any road,
tree, shrub, hedge, power line, pole line or other
transmission line placed, erected or altered; or
(b) to remove therefrom or alter thereon any sign, notice
or advertising device displayed; or
(e) to close up any private road, entranceway, gate or
other structure or facility constructed or maintained
as a means of access to a controlled-access highway,
in contravention of subsection 2.
(6) Every notice given under subsection 5 shall be in ~tr~~e of
writing and shall be served personally or by rcgistered letter,
and in the case of service by rcgistcred letter shall be deemed
to have beeu rel:t::ived 011 the scwml Jay fullowing- the mailing
thereof.
(7) Where the person to whom notice is given under sub- ~~~~ t~
section 5 fails to comply with the noticc within thirty days with notlte
after its receipt, the Minister may in writing direct any
officer, employee or agent of the Department to enter upon
the land of such person and do or cause to be done whatever
is necessary to remove or alter the building, fence, gasoline
pump or other structure or any road, tree, shrub, hedge,
power line, pole line or othcr transmission linc, sign, notice
or advertising device, or to close up thc private road, entrance-
way, gate or other 'structure or facility as required by the
notice.
(8) Every person who contravenes any of thc provisions Offenco
of subsection 2 or 3 or who fails to comply with a notice givcn
under subsection 5 is guilty of an offcncc and on summary
conviction is liablc to a fine of not less than $10 and not morc
than $100 for a first offence and to a fine of not less than $50
and not more than $500 for any subsequcnt offcllce.
(9) Where a notice givcn undcr subsection 5 has been COlll- ~t\i.~en­
plied with, the Minister shall make due compensation to the
owner of the land if the building, fcncc, gasolinc pump or othcr













structure or any road, tree, shrub, hedge, power linc, pole line
or other transmission line, sign, notice or advertising device,
private road. entranceway, gate or other structure or facility
was placed, erected. altered, constructed or used, as the case
may be,
(a) before the 24th day of March, 1950, and in compli-
ance with The Highwa.y Improvement Act, being
chapter 56 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1937,
and the regulations thereunder; Or
(b) before the day on which the controlled-access high.
way was so designated and in compliance with The
Highway Improvement Act that was in force on that
day; or
(c) in compliance with a permit therefor, in wnich case
the making of compensation is subject to the pro-
visions of the permit.
(10) Every claim for such compensation shall be determined
in accordance with subsections 2 to 6 of section 11.
(11) The Minister may issue permits under this section in
such form and upon such terms and conditions as he deems
proper and may in his discretion cancel any such permit at
any time.
(12) The Minister may prescribe the fee to be paid for any
permit or class of permit under this section. 1957, c. 43, s. 36.
39.-(1) The Minister may make regulations prohibiting
or regulating the use of controlled-access highways by any
class of vehicles or animals.
(2) Every person who contravenes any regulation made
under this section is guilty of an offence and on summary
conviction is liable to a fine of not less than S5 and not more
than $50. 1957, c. 43, s. 37.
40. The Minister and any municipality may enter into
agreements for the establishment, construction and appor-
tionment of the cost of roads within the municipality for
the purpose of providing means of access to a controlled-
access highway at a point where access is permitted. 1957,
c. 43, s. 38.
PART III
SECONDARY IIIGHWAYS
41. The Lieutenant Governor in Council may designate
any highway as a secondary highway and thereupon Part I
and all the other provisions of this Act and the regulations
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that apply to the King's Highway apply mutatis mukmdis
to such secondary highway. 1957, c. 43, s. 39.
PART IV
TERTIARY ROADS
42.-(1) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may dcsig- ioi[J~ary
nate an existing foad in territory without municip..'1] organiza- d03lgriauon
tion as a tertiary {"oad and thereupon the provisions of this
Act and the regulations that apply to the King's Highway,
except sections 33 and 34, apply ,nutatis mutandis to such
tertiary road.
(2) Subject to subsections 4: and 5, a tertiary road shall maJn\.enan""
be maintained by the Department, but such maintenance
docs not include the clearing or removal of snow therefrom
or the application of chemicals or abrasives to the icy surfaces
hereof.
(3) No action shall be brought against the Crown for ~~rbllltY
damages caused by the default of the Department in main. dnmngllll
taining a tertiary road, and the Crown is not liable for any
damage sustained by any person using a tertiary road.
(4) The Minister may enter into an agreement with anY~:;'~val
person for the removal of snow from a tertiary road or the
application of chemicals or abrasives to the ice surfaces thereof,
and the agreement shall provide that not more than 50 per
cent of the cost of the work shall be paid out of the mOlleys
appropriated therefor by the Legislature.
(5) Where the Minister deems it desirable that persons who ~~:rr~~~nco
oWllland in territory without municipal organiz..1.tion in which lion8
a tertiary road is situate should elect road commissioners and
maintain it under The Statute Labour Act or become incor- ~..S3~2,1~4~'l°'
porated under The Municipal Act or otherwise contribute to
its maintenance, it. shall not be maintained by the Depart·
ment unless the interestcd persons entcr into an agreement
with the Minister for such maintenance. and the agreemCllt
shall provide that not more than 50 per cent of the cost of the
work shall be paid out of moneys appropriated therefor by
thc Legislature. 1960, c. 44, s. 4, part.
PART V
RRSOUJ<CE ROADS
43.-(1) The Lieutcnant Governor in Coullcil
nate a tertiary road as a resourcc road.
d . ROIIOurcemay eSlg- rond8,
dOlllgnation
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(2) SectiOIlS45, 52, 53, 54, S5 and 58 of The Highway TrajfiGI,oadUmltB.
~~(lpi:o IlO~ Act do not apply to a resource road or to vehicles operated















44.-(1) The Minister may designate as an industrial road
a private road that he deems necessary for the development
or operation of the lumbering, pulp or mining industry but
which in his opinion should also be used by the public (or
road purposes other than those of the industry.
(2) The J'\'ljnistcr and the owner of an industrial road may
cnter into an agreement for the maintenance of the indus-
trial road by the owner, and as long as the owner permits the
public to use the industrial road the Minister may direct
payment out of the moneys appropriated therefor by the
Legislature of such proportion of the cost of maintenance as
he deems requisite.
(3) Notwith~tanding any other Act, an industrial road
remains a private road under the jurisdiction and control of
the owner, but subject to the use of the public as described in
subsections 1 and 2. 1960, c. 44, s. 4, part.
PART VII
COUNTY ROADS
45.-(1) A county may by by-law adopt a plan of county
road construction and maintenance and establish a county
road s}'stem by designating the roads in any municipality
in the county that arc to form the system and may include
in the system such boundary-line roads between the county
and any other county or between the county and a city or
separated town as are agreed upon by the municipalities
in terested.
(2) The by-law shall provide for the levying of a general
anllual rate upon all the municipalities ill the county not
separated therefrom for municipal purposes unless the
Minister is of opinion that on account of the remoteness
of a municipality from the roads in the county road system
it is inequitable that the rate should be levied in such muni-
cipality, in which case thc by-law shall excmpt such muni-
cipality accordingly, but the representative or representatives
in the county council of a municipality so exempt shall not
vote upon a by-law passed under this Part, and for the
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purposes of section 49 the equalized assessment of a munici-
pality so exempt shall not be included in ascertaining the
total equalized assessment of the county.
(3) All moneys raised under the by·law shall be applied ~t&:~~;
in the construction and maintenance of roads in the county ot rate
road system and to any expenditure properly chargeable to
the county road system under t!lis Part.
(4) A county may. by by-law, amend a by-law passed under Amendment
this section in auy manner. including the addition of roads
to, or the removal of roads from, the county Toad system.
(5) A county may by by-law consolidate the by-law estab~ g~n~~~jl~~~_
lishing its county road system and all by-laws amending such
by-law, and may from time to time by by-law consolidate any
such consolidating by-law and all by~Jaws amending such
consolidating by-law.
(6) Every by-law passed under this section shall be sub- Approval
mitted to the Minister for approval by the Lieutenant
Governor in Council and the Lieutenant Governor in Council
may approve the by-Jaw in whole or in part and where the
by-law is approved in part only, it shall be in force and
take effect only so far as approved, but it is not necessary
for the county to pass any further by-law amending the
original by-Jawor repealing any part thereof that has not
been approved, and every such by-law as so approved is in
force and has effect on and after the day on which the approval
is given.
(7) Every road that forms part of a county road system :r~.fs
vests in the county and is under the jurisdiction and control in county
of the county on and after the day on which the by-law
designating the road is approved by the Lieutenant Governor
in Council.
(8) Every road that is removed from a county road system ~:O~j~ng
vests in the local municipality in which it is situate and ~ 1~F'i~lIt
is under the juris(li~tion and control of that municipality u '" l'
on and after the day on which the by-law removing the road
is approved by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.
(9) Where the Minister is of opinion that a road that ~:~;~~~~
forms part of a county road system is not of sufficient im-
portance to be constructed and maintained as part of the
system, the Lieutenant Governor in Council may revoke the
approval of the designation of the road as part of the system,
and the road thereupon vests in the 10C<"11 municipality in
which it is situate. 1957, c. 43, s. 40.
46.-(1) Where a county road system is established under ~On~~ht~nd
this Part, the county council shall appoint by by~law three
















or five persons who arc residents of the county, but who
need not be members of the council, who shall constitute a
committee to direct the work to be done on the county road
system.
(2) Where the committee consists of three members, one
member shall be appointed and hold office for a term of three
years, onc member shaJl be appointed and hold office for a
term of two years and one member shall be appointed and
hold office for a term of one year, and thereafter each member
shall be appointed and hold office for a term of three years,
and where the committee consists of five members, one
member shall be appointed and hold office for a term of five
years, one member shall be appointed and hold office for a
term of four years, one member shall be appointed and hold
office for a term of three years, one member shall be appointed
and hold office for a term of two years and one member shall
be appointed and hold office for a term of one year, and there-
after each member shall be appointed and hold office for a
term of five years.
(3) A member of the committee is eligible for re-appoint-
ment upon the expiry of his tenn of office. .
(4) A member of the committee may be removed by a vote
of two-thirds of the members of the county coundl present
and voting thereon at a regular meeting of the council.
(5) Where a member of the committee is so removed or
dies or resigns his office, the county council may appoint
some other person to fill the vacancy for the remainder of
the term for which the person so removed, dying or resigning
was appointed.
(6) The warden of the county for the time being is ex
officio a member of the committee and may sit and vote
thereon. , '
(7) Where a county road system is established under this
Part in a county in which a suburban roads commission has
been appointed, the county may by by-law provide that 'the
members from time to time of the suburban roads commission
constitute the committee to direct the work to be done on
the county road system and in such case this section does




47.-(1) Where a county road system is establish·cd under
this Part, the county shall by by-law appoint a county road
superintendent who shaJl be a professional engineer registered
:::·~o~· 1960. as a civil engineer under Tiu Professional Engineers Act.
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(2) The county road superintendent shall, under the clircc- DutIes
tion of the county road committee, administer and manage
the county road system.
(3) Where a vacancy occurs in the office of county road Vacancy
superintendent, the county shall appoint another qualified
person to the office.
(4) A copy of every by-law appointing a county foad super- ~~sr.:~o
intendent or dealing with his salary and allowance shall be R11~~t~~O
transmitted to the Minister within thirty days of the passing
thereof and has no force or effect until approved in writing
by the Minister, and when so approved shall not be repealed
or amended without the approval in writing of the Minister.
1957, c. 43, ,.42 (1-4).
(5) Notwithstanding The Municipal Act, no member of the ~~~e~~raor
county council and no member of the council of a local munici· ~~~;rll::d
pality in the county shall be appointed or act as county road R.S.O. 1geo,
superintendent or be employed by the county road superin. o. 249
tendent in any capacity, and any such member who is ap·
pointed or acts or is employed in contravention of this sub-
section forfeits his seat and is disqualified from sitting or
voting in the council of which he was a member at the time
of the contravention. 1957, c. 43, s. 42 (5); 1960, c. 44, s. 5.
48. The disbursement of all moneys pertaining to the ~~~~nt,
county road system shall be made by the county treasurer bo made>
only on the certificate of the county road superintendent
approved by the county road committee as certified under
the hand of the chairman thereof. 1957, c. 43, s. 43.
40.-(1) Subject to subsection 2, a county may, without Deoontu~
the assent of the electors, pass by-bws to raise by debentures
payable in not more than twenty years in the manner pro·
vided by The MlI1Licipal Act such sums as may be necessary
to meet the actual expenditure for the construction of roads
under this Part.
(2) Where a count.y has paid over moneys raised on sink- ~~~~nolM
ing fund account to the Treasurer of Ontario under section county ra.~
315 of The Munuipal Act, the amount to be raised for the
construction of roads under subsection 1 may be a sum not
exceeding the total amount so in the hands of the Treasurer
of Ontario with 5 per cent of the equalized assessment of the
county added thereto.
(3) A county may agree with a chartered bank or loan or ~3~~C::ry
trust corporation or with any person for temporary advances
to meet the cost of cOllstruction of roads under this Part,
but the total of such temporary advances shall not exceed
in anyone year the amount to be provided by the county














together with the proportion of aid to be received from the
Province, and the amount receivable from cities and towns
as contributions on account of suburban roads under Part
VIII, and the county may pa.55 by·laws to raise by debentures
in the same manner as provided in subsection 1 such sums as
may be necessary to repay such temporary advances. 1957,
c. 43, s. 44.
110.-(1) Every county that has established a county road
system shall submit to the Minister for his approval a by-
law covering the estimated expenditure 011 roads for the
calendar year not later than the 31st day of March of the year
in which the expenditure is to be made, and such by-law
shall include e.xpenditures to be made by any suburban roads
commission in the county. 1951, c. 43, s. 45 (1).
(2) A county may at any time submit to the Minister for
his approval a by-law covering an estimated expenditure on
roads supplementing the by·law submitted under subsection l.
1958, c. 35, s. 3.
(3) No subsidy shall be granted to a county for WOrk
undertaken by the county that has not been provided for by
a by-law approved by the Minister. 1957, c. 43, s. 45 (2).
51.-(1) Where a plan of road construction and mainten-
"nee under this Part is being carried Ollt, the county shall
annually, and may with the consent of the Minister at any
time during the progress of the work, submit to the Minister,
(a) a detailed statement of receipts and expenditures
in the form prescribed by the Minister;
(b) a declaration of the county road superintendent that
the statement of receipts and expenditures is correct
and that the work has been done in accordance with
the requirements of the Minister;
(c) a declaration of the county treasurer that the state-
ment of receipts and expenditures is correct; and
(d) a petition for the payment of the grant authorized
by resolution of the council, or in the case of an
interim statement, by resolution of the county road
committee.
(2) Upon receipt of the statement, declarations and petition,
the Minister may direct payment to the county treasurer out
of the moneys appropriated therefor by the Legislature of an
amount equal to 50 per cent, or in the case of a bridge or
culvert an amount not exceeding 80 per cent, of the amount
of the expenditure that is properly chargeable to road improve-
ment and in all cases the decision of the Minister is final.
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(3) Except with the consent of the Minister, no expenditure ~:~)~~r~·
towards which a contribution has been or may be made from r~~~~~de1. en.
any source shall be included in a statement submItted under
this section. 1957, c. 43, s. 46.
52. The roads forming part of a county foad system shall ~~ndt-;%~!1
be maintained and kept in repair by the county, and in all
cases the Minister shal1 determine the amount of the ex-
penditure for construction or maintenance or for the purchase
or maintenance of road machinery, plant and equipment that
is properly chargeable to (oad improvement under this Act,
and his decision is final. 1957, c. 43, s. 47.
53. Every road constructed or maintained as part of a:o~~;.r.~~~~
county road system shall be constructed and maintained in ~S~~l~.
accordance with the requirements of the Minister. 1957, teno.nC{!
c. 43, s. 48.
54. Expenditure for which a county may be entitled to ~~d~~~~l­
aid to county roads under this Act may include the main- ~~!~eC~~,,:::
tenance by the county of a ferry service that forms a con-
necting link of a county road system or forms a link between
the county road systems of adjacent counties, and may also
include the cost of purchasing, establishing and equipping
such ferry service, but when so aided, the equipment, service
and tolls therefor are subject to the approval of the Minister.
1957, c. 43, s. 49.
55.-(1) Where under Tlte MUllidpal Act a county has ~:'ridnlt~r~l­
jurisdiction over a bridge that is more than twenty feet in ~~~i~CIUd8
span and the bridge is not in the county road system, the brldg88
expenditure involved in constructing and maintaining the ~tl~· l!l~O.
bridge under the supervision of the county road superintend·
cnt in accordance with plans approved by an officer of the
Department designated by the Minister shall be deemed to
form p..'\rt of the expenditure in carrying out the plan of
county road construction and maintenance, and debentures
issued by a county after the 8th day of April, 1926, for the
construction of any such bridge are legal, valid and binding
upon the county and the ratepayers thereof notwithstanding
that the by-law authorizing tiJe issue thereof has not been
submitted to and did not receive the assent of the ratepayers
in accordance with The Afut~icipal Act.
(2) The Minister may direct the payment to the county ~~nt~y
treasurer out of the moneys appropriated therefor by the brldg88
Legislature of an amount not exceeding 80 per cent of the
cost of constructing and maintaining any such bridge more
than twenty feet in span in accordance with plans approved
by an officer of the Department designated by the Minister.




(3) A county may by by-law provide that jurisdiction
over every bridge of twenty feet or less in span that is not
included in the county road system shall be transferred to the
local municipality or municipalities in which it is situate,
and thereupon all the rights, liabilities and obligations of the
county with respect to such bridge are transferred to and
vested in and imposed upon such local municipality or muni-
cipalities.
?o~v!rc~ng (4) A county, with the approval of the Lieutenant Govemor.
:~~I~tl~Onn. in Council, may by by-law provide for the dosing of any
of bridge bridge over which the county has jurisdiction under TM
;;'~4~' 1960, Munuipal Ad or the substitution therefor of allY other
structure and for that purpose may e.xcrcise as to such bridge
or other strUCture and the approaches thereto all the ~wers
of a county as to roads and bridges in a county road system.







56. Where a county road intersects a road that is not a
county road, the continuation of the county road to its full
width across the road so intersected is a part of the county
road system, except in the case of an intersection by a county
road of the King's Highway, in which case section 21 applies.
1957, c. 43, s. 51.
57. A county is not liable for the con:!ltruction or main·
tenance of sidewalks on any road in its county road system.
1957, c. 43. s. 52.
Contrlbu- 58 Wh did' d' , .tlon ofcltlea, • ere a county roa ea 109 or a Jacent to a CIty or
r~j,'r~~&- separated town is or is to be improved or requires or will
ment or d require the expenditure of a greater amount for maintenance
oountyroas . h h' f'to meet 10 any suc case t e reqUirements 0 IOcreased.
heavy or other extraordinary traffic to or from the city or
separated town beyond the requirements which, but for the
existence of the city or separated town, would be deemed those
of a standard road for the locality, the city or separated
town by by-law passed with the assent of at least two-thirds
of the members of the council thereof may agree with the
county to contribute such additional cost, or a proper pro-
portion of the cost, or that the amount of the contribution
of the city or separated town shaH be determined by arbitration
under The Municipal Act, and may. without the assent of
the electors, provide by by-law for the issue of debentures
payable in not more than twenty years from the date of the
issue thereof to raise the amount agreed upon or awarded, or
may agree with the county for the payment of such amounts in
annual instalments to be raised by an annual special rate
upon the rateable property in the city or separated town.
1957, c. 43, s. 53.
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59.-(1) A local lllunicip..1.lity that is not separated from ~~:~ne~t
the county and the county or the suburban roads commission ~~IQIIl611t
may enter into an agreement in writing providing for the ~nd '1untyY
widening of allY county or suburban road in the local munici. ':Jr~x ra
pality or for the construction of a p<"1vemcnt more than
twenty-two feet ill width or other special construction thereon
and for the maintenance of sllch pavement or other special
construction.
(2) The agreement shall specify the party that is to do ~~~edoplorty
the work and the manner in which and the time or times at ~°.i~:nt Qf
which the other party is to pay its share of the expenditure MInister
made by the party doing the work, but 110 work shall be done
until the agreement has been approved in writing by the
Minister.
(3) Where the agreement provides that the land required :r<:ll.~~lt~n
for the widening of the road is to be acquired by the local ~~~~ld»ll\jtY
municipality, the local municipality, notwithstanding section
414 of The Municipal Act, may pass by-laws for widening :::.~:g 1900,
the road and acquiring by purchase or otherwise or expro-
priating such land, and the provisions of The Municipal Act
as to the acquiring, occupying and taking of land for municip.o1.1
purposes apply to the acquiring, occupying or taking of land
under any such by-law.
(4) The local municipality shall convey the land so acquired '[ol'Q~~~[~.
to the county and thereupon the land becomes a part of the
road and is included in the county road system, and, where
the road has been designated and approved as a suburban
road under Part VIII, the land becomes part of the suburban
road.
(5) In the case of the construction of a pavement more ;}.~~~:on.
than twent~-tw? feet. in width, the agree~1ent shall provide ~nt6~~1lC­
the proportion III which the cost thereof IS to be borne by tfon or Wider
I . . b h h II . I d h pavementet Ie respective parties, ut suc cost s a not mc u e t e cost
of curbs, gutters, catch basin~, sanitary or storm sewers or
drains or any other special work, all of which cost shall be
borne by the local municipality,
(6) The proportion of the cost of constructing such wider r.~~~~l~n
pavement that.is to be borne by the county or the suburban b~~ubnO:;~r
roads commiSSion shall not be less than the proportion of 8uburban
the area of a strip of the pavement twenty-two feet in width ~~ro:;orn.
to the total area of such pavement, and, where a part of the
roadway that is to be paved is occupied by the track allowance
of a street railway, for the purpose of determining such mini-
mum proportion, the cost of constructing such track allowance
including the paving thereof shall be excluded from the total
cost and the area of such track allowance shall be excluded
from the total area.







(7) Where there is an existing pavement less than twenty-
two fect in width on the county or suburban road and a wider
pavement is agreed upon, the proportion of the cost of con-
structing the additional width of pavement that is to be bome
by the county or the suburban roads commission shall not be
less than the proportion of the area of that part of such addi-
tional width which together with the existing p..1.vcment would
provide a total paved width of twenty-two fect to the total
area of such additional width of pavement.
(8) Where there is an existing pavement twenty-two feet
or more in width on the county or suburban foad and a
wider pavement is agreed upon, the agreement may provide
that the cost of constructing the additional width of pavement
is to be borne entirely by either of the parties or in any agreed








~~::£~:on- (9) In the case of the maintenance of a pavement more
~}n~~nan<)e than twenty-two feet in width, thc agreemcnt shall provide
the proportion of the cost thereof, including the removal of
snow and the application of chemicals or abrasives and the
removal thereof, that is to be borne by the respective parties,
but such cost shall not include the cost of maintaining curbs,
gutters, catch basins, sanitary or storm sewers or drains or
any other special work, all of which cost shall be borne by the
local municipality.
(10) The proportion of the cost of maintaining such wider
pavement that is to be borne by the county or the suburban
roads commission shall not be less than the proportion of
the area of a strip of the pavement twenty-two feet in width
to the total area of such pavement, and, where a part of the
paved roadway is occupied by the track allowance of a street
railway, for the purpose of determining such minimum pro·
portion, the cost of maintaining such track allowance shall be
excluded from the total cost and the area of such track allow·







(11) Where the local municipality and the county or the
suburban roads commission arc unable to agree upon a term
or condition of an agreement authorized by this section or
where either thc local municipality and the county or the
suburban roads commission refuses to enter into such an
agreemcnt, the Minister may prescribe such tcrm or condition
or may require such an agreement to be entered into and such
agreement may be enforced in the same manner as an agree-
ment executed by the local municipality and by the county
or the suburban roads commission.
(12) The local municipality may pass by-laws to raise by
dcbentures such sum as lllay be Ilecessary to meet its share
of the cost of the widcning of the road or the construction
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of a pavement under an agreement entered into under this
section and it is not necessary to obtain the assent of the
electors to any such by·law or to observe the other formalities
in relation thereto prescribed by The Af1micipal Act, or such :::S:i?li,li26f'
share may be assessed under The Local Improvemeflt Act
according to the report of an engineer.
(13) Where the Minister has approved an agreement under ~~~~r
this section, the cost of the widening of the road, the con- ffiunle1m:1ity
struction of a pavement, the maintenance of a pavement,
the construction and maintenance of curbs, gutters, catch
basins and any other special work properly chargeable to
road improvement that is borne and paid by the local munici-
pality in accordance with the agreement may, for the purpose
of determining the grant payable to the local municipality
out of the moneys appropriated therefor by the Legislature,
be included in the statement of expenditures on roads under
the jurisdiction of the local municipality submitted to the
Minister under this Act, but the cost of constructing or main-
taining any sanitary or storm sewer or drain shall not be
included in such statement,
(14) Where the agreement provides that the pavement or ~:e'iedY
a part thereof is to be maintained and kept in repair by the
local municipality and the local municipality makes default
in so doing and the county or the suburban roads commission
becomes liable under section 443 of The Mu,~kipal Act for
damage suffered by or occasioned to any person in consequence
of such default, the county or the suburban roads commission
is entitled to the remedy over against the local municipality
provided for by section 450 of The Municipal Act. 1957, c. 43,
s.54.
60.-(1) Where a road in an urban municipality not t:{:~ont
separated fr.om the county is not a part of the county road ~~l:~y::'~~l­
system but IS an extension of or connects roads in the county elpnllty TO d
d I
. . county ron
roa system, t Ie county shall enter lllto an agreement III oxtoru;lons.
writing with the urban municipality for the maintenance of etc.
such road, and, if it is in the public interest that such road
be constructed, for the construction thereof.
(2) Where the county and the urban municipality are Foa~~;:o
unable to agree whether it is in the public interest that such
road be constructed, the Minister shall decide the issue and
his decision is final.
(3) Where a county and an urban municipality are unable Idom
to agree upon a tcrm or condition or the form of an agree-
ment required to be entered into under subsection 1 or where
either refuses to enter into such all agreement, the Minister
may prescribe the terms, conditions or form thereof, or all


























of them, or may require such an agreement to be entered into.
and such agreement may be enforced in the same manner as
an agreement executed by the county and the urban munici-
pality.
(4) The agreement has no force or effect until approved.
in writing by the Minister.
(5) The agreement shall specify the party that is to do
the work and the manner in which and the time or times a-t
which the other party is to pay its share of the expenditure
made by the party doing the work.
(6) In the case of the construction of a pavement twenty-
two feet or less in width, the agreement shall provide that
the county is to pay the total cost of such construction. .
(7) In the case of the construction of a pavement more
than twenty-two feet in width, the agreement shall provide
that the county is to pay that part of the total cost of such
construction that bears the same proportion to such total
cost as the arC\ of a longitudinal strip of the pavement twenty~
two feet in width bears to the total area of such pavement or
such approximation to that proportion as is agreed upon..
(8) Where there is an existing p..'lVement twenty-two feet
or less in width and the urban municipality desires to widen
it. the agreement shall provide that the county is to pay
that part of the total cost of constructing the additional width
of pavement that bears the same proportion to such total
cost as the area of that part of such additional width which
together with the existing pavement would provide a total
paved width of twenty-two feet bears to the total area of such
additional width of pavement or such approximation to that
proportion as is agreed upon.
(9) The total cost mentioned in subsections 6, 7 and 8
includes the cost of any necesS<1.ry grading, shouldering,
under-draillage or base construction, but does not include
the cost of the construction of curbs, gutters, catch basins,
sanitary or storm sewers or drains or any other speeial work,
all of which cost shall be borne by the urban municipality.
(10) In the case of the maintenance of a pavement or road-
way twenty-two feet or less in width, the agreement shaH
provide that the county is to pay the total cost of such main-
tenance.
(11) In the case of the maintenance of a pavement or road-
way more than twenty-two feet in width, the agreement shall
provide that the county is to pay that part of the total cost
of such maintenance that bears the same proportion to such
total cost as the area of a longitudinal strip of the pavement
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or roadway twenty-two feet in width bears to the total area
of such pavement or roadway or such approximation to that
proportion as is agreed upon.
(12) The total cost mentioned in subsections 10 and 11 ;g~lt~O!It.
includes the cost of the removal of snow and the application Include
of chemicals and abrasives and the removal thereof, but docs
not include the cost of the maintenance of curbs, gutters,
catch basins, sanitary or storm sewers or drains or any other
special work, all of which cost shall be borne by the urban
municipality.
(13) Where a part of the pavement or roadway is occupied ~¥it~t
by the track allowance of a street railway, then for the pur- rallwlLY
poses of an agreement under this section such track allowance
shall be deemed not to form part of the pavement or roadway,
and, in determining the cost of construction or maintenance
that is to be borne by the respective parties, the cost of con-
structing or maintaining such track allowance, including the
pavement thereof, shall be excluded from the total cost and
the area of such track allowance shall be excluded from the
total area of the pavement or roadway.
(14) The part of the cost of the construction of a pave- ~~~J~lt1
ment and the maintenance of a pavement or roadway that is
borne by the county under the agreement shall be deemed to
be properly chargeable to the county road system and may,
for the purpose of determining the grant payable to the county
out of the moneys appropriated therefor by the Legislature,
be included in the statement 01 expenditures submitted to the
Minister by the county under this Part.
(15) The part of the cost of the construction of a pavement ~~~~dY to
and the maintenance of a pavement or roadway, including munIcipality
the construction and maintenance of curbs, gutters, catch
basins and any other special work properly chargeable to
road improvement that is borne by the urban municipality
uncler the agreement, may, for the purpose of determining
the grant payable to' the urban municipality out of the moneys
appropriated therefor by the Legislature, be included in
the statement of expenditures submitted to the Minister by
the urban municipality under Part X, but the cost of construct-
ing or maintaining any sanitary or storm sewer or drain shall
not be included in such statement.
(16) In the case of the construction or maintenance of a gg~~t;;:'~ln­
culvert or bridge on, over or across which the roadway passes ~~?~~.?te;r
and which is under the jurisdiction and control of the urban brld~e.~w
municipality, the agreement shall provide that the cost of :~~~
such construction or maintenance, exclusive of any p.."ut
thereof that is incurred to provide for sidewalks or for the
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track allowance of a street railway, is to be borne 50 per cent
by the county and 50 per cent by the urban municipality.
(11) The part of the cost of the construction or mainten-
ance of such culvert or bridge that is to be borne by the county
under the agreement shall be deemed to be properly charge·
able to the county road system and may be included in the
statement of expenditures submitted to the Minister by the
county under this Part, and the Minister may direct payment
to the county treasurer out of the moneys appropriatoo there-
for by the Legislature of an amount not exceeding 80 per cent
thereof.
Jurlsdl<:tlon
61.-(1) In addition to the amount that the county may
expend in any year on county roads in an urban municipality
~~~~dY to (18) The part of the cost of the construction or mainten·
municipality ance of such culvert or bridge that is to be borne by the urban
municipality may, for the purpose of determining the grant
payable to the urban municipality out of the moneys appro-
printed therefor by the Legislature, be included in the state·
ment of expenditures submitted to the Minister by the urban
municipality under Part X.
(19) A rood that is constructed or maintained under this
section remains under the jurisdiction and control of the
urban mUllicipality and it may pass by-laws to raise by de-
bentures such sums as may be necessary to meet its share
of the cost of construction and it is not necessary to obtain
the assent of the electors to any such by-law or to observe
the other form'1lities in relation thereto prescribed by The
n.S.o. 1960, },{un£cipal Act or such share may be assessed unde' TM<l<l. 249.223' •
Local Improvement Act according to the report of an engineer.





r;~~b~':da not separated frolll the COU~lty either directly or pursuant
munlclpaHty to an agreement under section 59 and on county road ex·
tensions or connecting links ill such urban municipality pur·
suant to an agreement under section 60, the county shall
in the same year make a contribution towards the construction
and maintenance of other roads in such urban municipality.
:g~ri1~tutlon (2) Such contribution may be in the form of work carried
out by the county at the request of the urban municipality
that is properly chargeable to road improvement under Part
X, or in the form of a cash payment towards work carried
out by the urban municipality under Part X, or a combination
of such forms. 1957,c. 43,s. 56 (I, 2).
~~~nlmllm (3) Such contribution shall not be less in total value than
~o~~::r~~'on25 per cent or more in total value than 50 per cent of the
amount levied on the urban mUllicip.,lity for county road
purposes in the same year under the by-law mentioned in
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section 45, exclusive of any part thereof levied for the purpose
of paying off the urban municipality's share of any debenture
or other debt of the county, unless the value of the work
properly chargeable to road improvement under Part X and
actually performed on such other roads in the same year
is less than 25 per cent of the amount so levied. and in no
case shall such contribution exceed the value of such work
so actually performed. 1957, c. 43, s. 56 (3); 1958, c. 35, s. 4.
(4) Where in any year such contribution or a part thereof ~a~d to b<l
is to take the form of a cash payment, the urban municipality
shall, not later than the 15th day of November in that year,
submit to the county road superintendent a certified state-
ment showing in detail the location, nature and extent of
the work done on such other roads by the urban municipality
and the actual expenditures made thereon, and the county
shall pay the amount of the contribution remaining due to
the urban municipality under this section on or before the
31st day of December in the same year.
(5) The contribution made by the county under this section ~~~d,rty
shall be deemed to be properly chargeable to the county road
system and may be included in the statement of e;'{penditures
submitted to the Minister by the county under this Part,
and the Minister may direct payment to the county treasurer
out of the moneys appropriated therefor by the Legislature
of an amount equal to 50 jJt:r cent therL'OL
(6) An agreement for the construction of a county road ~~~~e~~t
extension or connecting link under section 60 may provide ~r8n::Crr~~
that the county is to be relieved of its obligation to pay any
contribution under this section so long as the amount ex-
pended by the county under the agreement is greater than
the amount that would have been paid by it from year to year
under this section, and in that case this section does not
apply. 1957,c. 43,s. 56 (4-6).
62.-(1) Sections 452 and 454 of The Mtmicipal Act do e.laJ:~I~as
not apply to a bridge or road crossing or forming a boundary :i~~~c;"
line between counties or between .3 county and a city or ~~li~':ada
separated town, where the county In the latter case, or one R.8.0. lallO,
or mOre of such counties in the former case, have adopted a o. 2-49
plan of county road construction and maintenance under this
Part. and the plan includes such bridge or road.
(2) Where there is a difference between two or more muni- Pol~~~rB8
cipalities in respect of any such bridge or road as to the llluni· ~~~~~r
cipality upon which the obligation rests, as to the construction brldgos
and maintenance of the bridge or road or as to the proportions
in which the municipalities should respectively contribute
thereto, or where ·two or more municipalities arc unable to








agree as to any action, matter or thing to be taken or done
in respect of such bridge or road. every such difference shall
be determined by the Board upon an application by any
municipality interested in such bridge or road.
(3) The Board shall appoint a day for the hearing of the
application, of which ten days notice in writing shall be given
to the clerk of C<lch municipality interested, and shall, at the
time and place appointed, hea, and determine all matters in
difference between the municipalities in regard to such bridge
or road, and the Board may make such order as it deems just
and proper, and may by the order fix and determine the
amount or proportion that each municipality shall payor
contribute towards the construction and maintenance of such
bridge or road.
(4) An order of the Board under this section is binding
upon all the municipalities interested for such period as the
Board determines. 1957, c. 43,s. 57.
63. A county has, in respect of the roads included in the
county road system, all the rights, powers, benefits and ad-
vantages conferred either by by-law or agreement or other-
wise upon the local municipality or local municipalities that
had jurisdiction over the roads before they were included
in the county road system, and the county may sue thereon
in the same manner and to the same extent as the local muni-
cipality or municipalities might have done if the roads had
not been included in the county road system. 1957, c. 43,
s.58.
Restrlctlons 64.-(1) A county in which a county road system has been
established has, with respect to land lying within a distance
of 150 feet from any limit of a county road, all the powers









(2) In the event of conflict between a by-law passed under
subsection 1 or a predecessor thereof by a county and a by-law
passed under section 30 of The Planning Act or a predecessor
thereof by the local municipality in which the land is situate,
the by-law of the county prevails to the extent of such con-
flict, but in all other respects the by-law passed by the local
municipality remains in full force and effect. 1957, c. 43,
s. 59, revised.
65.-(1) A county may, with respect to the roads under
its jurisdiction and control, by by-law prohibit or regulate,
(a) the placing, erecting or altering of any gasoline
pump within 150 feet of any limit of a road j and
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(b) the displaying of any sign, notice or advertising
device within one-quarter mile of any limit of a road.
(2) A by-law passed under this section may provide for Permll.s
the issuing of permits for the placing, erecting, altering or
displaying of any gasoline pump, sign, notice or advertising
device and may prescribe the form, terms and conditions
thereof and the fees to be paid therefor, and may prescribe
penalties for contravention of the by-law.
(3) A county shall submit a by-law passed under this section Approval
to th"c Minister for his approval in writing and the by-law
shall be in force and effect only on and after the day on which
the approval is given. 1957, c. 43, s. 60.
66.-(1) Where in the exercise of its powers or in the ~~~:r~':'"
performance of its obligations under this Part a county finds grl~~~n
that it is necessary to expropriate land for the purpose of
opening up, widening, improving, protecting from erosion,
altering or diverting a county road, the county may, instead
of the procedure provided by The Munuipal Act, proceed ~":4~" U60.
in the manner provided by Part I in the case of lands taken
by the Minister under that Part, and the provisions of that
Part apply mutatis mutandis, and the powers and duties of
the Minister as set out in that Part may be exercised and
performed in the name of the county.
(2) The plan and description of the land to be expropria· ~~~napnt1,m.
ted shall be signed by the warden and clerk of the county I"f!Q:LBtratton
and by an Ontario land surveyor, and upon the registration
of the plan and description in the proper registry or land
titles office the land is vested in the county. 1957, c. 43, s. 61.
61. The Minister may arrange with the Government of ~it~~ In
Canada for the construction or maintenance, under the ~~e'";'f:~~d
supervision of the county road superintendent and in accor- undter fh1
dance with the requirements of the Minister, of any road in ~~~v~rn-
h' f h' " I d" mentora towns Ip or part 0 a towns Ip constLtutlOg an n Ian Canada
reserve or of any road under the control of the Government
of Canada that lies within the limits of a municipality not
separated from the county for municipal purposes where
the road forms an extension of or connecting link in a county
road system, and the Minister may direct payment to the
county treasurer out of the moneys appropriated therefor
by the Legislature of an amount equal to the percentage of
the net expenditure made by the county under such arrange-
ment as is provided for in section 51. 1957, c. 43, s. 62.






























68.-(1) The Lieutenant Governor in Council, upon appli·
cation of a county in which a county road system is established
under Part VII, may direct that a commission be appointed
in respect of each city or separated town in the county and,
subject to the approval of the Minister, each commission may
designate roads in the county road system as suburban roads
and the city or separated town shall contribute towards the
construction and maintenance of such roads in accordance
with this Part.
(2) The construction and maintenance of suburban roads
and the expenditure thereon shall be directed by the sub-
urban roads commission.
(3) In the casc of a city having a population of less than
50,000 or of a scp..1.rated town, the suburban roads commission
shall be composed of three persons, one to be appointed by
the city or separated town, one by the county, and the third
to be agreed upon by the two members so appointed, and in
default of such agreement to be appointed by the Lieutenant
Governor in Council.
(4) In the case of a city having a population of 50,000
or more, the suburban roads commission shall be composed
of five persons, two to be appointed by the city, two by the
county and the fifth to be agreed upon by the four members
so appointed, and in default of such agreement to be appointed
by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.
(5) The cit)' or the separated town and the county shall
make their appointments of members of the suburban roads
commission within thirty days from the date of the order
in councIl direcdng the commission to be appointed.
(6) The members of a suburban roads commission shall
hold office for a term of five years from the date of the order
in council directing the commission to be appointed and no
longer, and at the expiration of the period and thereafter
at the expiration of every period of five years, the members of
a commission shall be <lppointed as provided in this section,
and any member of a commission is eligible for reappollitment.
(7) Where a city, scparated town or county fails to make
an appointment as required by this section, the appointment
may be made by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.
(8) A member of a suburban roads commission may be
removed and another person appointed in his place by a vote
of two-thirds of the members of the council that appointed
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co'poration lnoorpon-tlon and
be fixed by name
him who are present and vote thereon at a regular meeting of
the council, if notice of the intention of the council to deter-
mine the question of the removal has been given at the next
preceding meeting of the council.
(9) Where a member of a suburban roads commission dies VacancIes
or resigns or is removed, the allthority by which the member
was appointed shall appoint another person to fill the vacancy
for the remainder of the term for which the person so dying,
resigning or removed was appointed. 1957, c. 43, s. 63 (1-9).
(10) Any member of a suburban roads commission who is, ~~~~n
directly or indirectly, interested in a contract with the com-
mission or in which the commission has an interest ipso
facto ceases to be a member of the commission and the
vacancy so created shall be filled under subsection 9. 1958,
c. 35, s. 5.
(11) Every suburban roads commission is a
and the name by which it is to be known shall
the Lieutenant Governor in Council.
(12) Notwithstanding any general or special Act, no person ~frb\~-to
who is a member of the Assembly or of a municipal council or ~ ~mem­
who is an employee of a municipality is eligible to be a member mJk~o~OIll­
of a suburban roads commission. 1957, c. 43, s. 63 (10, 11).
69. A plan and description of the suburban roads de- ;:'·&l:~t
signated by a suburban roads commission shall be trans-
mitted by the commission to the Minister within six months
from the date of the order in council directing the appoint-
ment of the commission, and, after the approval thereof by
the Minister, no alterations or amendments thereof shall be
made by the commission until approved in like manner.
1957,c.43,s.64.
70.-(1) Suburban roads continue to be county roads under ~~a~;~~_
the jUri~ictiolland control of the c~)Unty and the construction ~~Unet~road6
and mallltenance thereof shaH contmue to be under the super-
vision of the county road superintendent but subject to the
direction of the suburban roads commission, and the sums
expended for construction and maintenance may be included
in the statements of expenditure provided for in section 51,
upon which the grants payable by the Province will be deter-
mined and paid.
(2) The work on suburban roads may be carried on under ~t:C:~~r
the supervision of an engineer with the &'lme professional ml66lon
qualifications as a county road superintendent and employed
for that purpose by the commission in place of the county
road superintendent, and the provisions of this Act apply
to such engineer in the same manner as to a county road









superintendent, and the declaration of such engineer with
respect to work and expenditure on suburban roads shall be
accepted in lieu of the declaration of the county road super-
intendent as required by section 51.
(3) Where the county (oad superintendent has supervision
over work on suburban roads, the commission may by resolu-
tion, subject to the approval of the Minister, authorize the
payment to him of such annual sum in addition to his salarY
as county coad superintendent as is deemed proper. 1957.
c. 43, s. 65.
71.-(1) The expenditures on suburban roads shall be
borne by the county, the city or separated town and the
Province in tbe proportion of 25 per cent by the county, 2S
per cent by the city or separated town and 50 per cent by the
Province, but, where expenditure is made 011 a bridge or
culvert, the Minister may direct the Province to bear a greater
proportion, not exceeding 80 per cent thereof, in which case
the balance of the expenditure shall be divided equally be-







(2) An appropriation for the purposes mentioned III this
section may be made annually by resolution of the county
council and may be made before the designation by the sub-
urban roads commission of the roads upon which the appro-
priation is to be expended.
~~~i~l~rutlon (3) The amount to be provided by the city or separated
U....~ty or town shall not exceed the proceeds of a rate of onc-half mill
on the dollar of the value of the rate.:\ble property of the city
or separated town according to the last revised assessment
roll, unless in any year by agreement with the county council
the council of the city or separated town by by-law appropri-
ates for work on suburban roads a sum not exceeding. the
proceeds of a rate of two mills on the dollar of the value of
such ratc..1.ble property, but such by·law shall not be passed
until the county council has appropriated an equal amount
for the like purposes to be expended in the same year. 1957,.
c. 43, s. 66.
~~ij~ to 72. The clerk of the county shall, not later than the 1st
~~~t~Ycl6rk day of March in each year, notify the city or separated town
of the amount appropriated by the county for the construction
and maintenance of the suburban roads, and thc treasurer
of the city or separated town shall, not latcr than the 1st day
of November following, transmit the equivalent amount to
the treasurer of the county by whom it shall be paid to the
order of the suburban roads commission. 1957, c. 43, s. 67.
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73.-(1) The council of each city or separated town shall rcrrO~~~'"
provide annually or from time to time an amount equal to t'"~bclt~o.,
that appropriated by the county council for the construction or .!'1\~n to
d · f b b d d h . 8Uuuruonan maintenance 0 su ur an roo 5, an sue amount IS roadll
a debt due to the county by the city or separated town.
(2) For the pUrposes of this section, the city or separated ~a:~n1~rell
town may raise from time to time such sums as may be rc· ~~rt~J;~,~
quired fOT construction by the issue of debentures, as in sec~ SbBl"$
tion 49 provided, but all sums required for the purposes of
maintenance shall be provided from the current revenue of
the municipality.
(3) Where it appears that the rate of one-half mill on the ~~~n!rcIty
dollar mentioned in subsection 3 of section 71 is not sufficient t~r":~~I08
to earry out permanent or extensive work, the city or separ- urban rolds
ated town, with the approval of the Minister, may raise such
further sums by the issue of debentures as arc deemed
necessary. and may apply a portion of the proceeds of the
annual rate of one-half mill on the dollar on paying off such
debentures.
(4) It is not necessary to obtain the assent of the electors =~~Oiot
to a by·law for the issue of debentures under this section or rsqulred
to observe the other formalities in relation thereto prescribed
by The Municipal Act. 1957, c. 43, s. 68. :.~..~. 1960.
74. No error or omission or insufficiency in the procedure :~o~~tS~~
provided for by this Act relieves a county or city or separated Inv~:Jle
town from liability to contribute towards the construction pro ~gs
and maintenance of suburban roads, and the treasurer of a
city or separated town that is liable to contribute towards
the construction and maintenance of suburban roads shall,
not later than the 1st day of November in each year, forward
to the county treasurer an amount equal to the amount
appropriated by the county council for the construction and
maintenance of suburban roads in that year, but the amount




73.-(1) Every township in which statute labour has been ~';I~ub~~r_
abolished by by-law shall, by by-law, appoint a township lntendsnt
rood superintendent who, subject to the direction of the COUII-
cil, shall inspect all roads under the jurisdiction and control
of the township and shall layout and supervise all work 011
such roads, and the Minister may direct that out of the moneys
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appropriated therefor by the Legislature 50 per cent, or such
greater proportion as he deems requisite, of the salary and
expenses of such superintendent paid by the township shall
be reimbursed by the Province.
t:.far:,",lor (2) A copy of the by-law making such appointment shall
be transmitted to the Minister within thirty days of the
passing thereof and is subject to the approval of the Minister,
and when so approved shall not be repealed or amended
without the consent in writing of the Minister.
~1IJ:e~i-to (3) The township road superintendent shall conform to




(4) The council of a township in which statute labour has
been abolished by by-law shall submit annually to the Minister
a statement showing the amount of salary and expenses of the
township road superintendent paid by the township, together
with a declaration of the township treasurer that the state-
ment is correct and also a declaration of the superintendent
that he has bona fide performed the duties of superintendent,
and on receipt of the statement and declarations the Minister
may direct the Treasurer of Ontario to pay to the township
the amount to which the township is entitled under this
section. 1957,c.4J,s. 70 (1-4).
(5) Notwithstandinj;t" The AfunidlxJl Act, no member ofCouncillorsd""uallftfld
~~:=~ the council of the township shall be appointed or act as town-
Inleadent ship road superintendent or be employed by the township
~'r.~. 1960, road superintendent in any capacity, and any such member
who is appointed or acts or is employed in contravention of
this subsection forfeits his seat and is disqualified frorn sitting
or voting in the council of which he was a member at the time








(6) \Vhere a township receives aid from the ProYince in
excess of 60 per cent of the cost of work done upon township
roads, the Minister may appoint a road superintendent for
the purpose of supervising work to be undertaken, and in
that case it is not necessary for the township to appoint a
road superintendent and the superintendent appointed by
the Minister has and may exercise as to the work all the pow-
ers of a township road superintendent ap(Xlintcd under sub-
section1. 1957,c.43,s. 70 (6).
70.-(1) A township in which statute labour has been
abolished by by-law may submit to the Minister for approval
such plans, specifications or by-laws as he requires for
any or all of the following purposes:
1. Grading.
2. Drainage for road pur(Xlscs.
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J. Gravelling, metalling with broken stone, or the
construction of any kind of road surface.
4. Dust prevention by oiling, tarring or other means.
S. The systematic maintenance by dragging, gravelling
or other means.
6. The construction of bridges. culverts and approaches
thereto.
7. The opening of a new road or the relocating, widening
or straightening of an existing road.
8. The purchase of gravel pits, stone quarries, materials,
equipment and machinery,
9. Such purposes of road improvement as the Minister
approves.
(2) The township shall Sl!bmit a by-law covering the ~~~~\:'~\tn
estimated expenditure on all road construction and main- ~~ti::"rlan~d
tcnance for the calendar year to the Minister for his approval expenditure
not later than the 31st day of March of the year in which
the expenditure is to be made, and no subsidy shall be
granted to the township in respect of expenditure that has
not been provided for by a by-law approved by the Minister.
1957, c. 43, s. 71 (1,2).
(3) A township may at any time submit to the Minister ~~~'lier-y
for his approval a by-law covering an estimated expenditure by-law
on road construction and maintenance supplementing the
by-law submitted under subsection 2. 1958, c. 35, s. 6.
(4) The Minister may direct that a subsidy under this ~l~~~~
Part shall be paid to a township in respect only of the ex· ~b6J1lt":
penditure on such road construction or maintenance as he to~BbiP
designates and in every such case the by-law mentioned in
subsection 2 shall cover only the estimated expenditure on
work so designated. 1957,c.43,s. 71 (3).
77. Where the whole or a part of an original township c;~~l~~c1~
lot. h';Ls been subdivided in~o lots and is being developed f?r ~~gJI~~I~:i
bUIlding purposes, no subSidy shall be paid to the township not eligible
under this Part for any expenditure made on the opening or
constructing of any road in the subdivision unless the road is
a main thoroughfare for traffic or is designated and laid out
as such and is so designated by the Ministcr. 1958, c. 35, s. 7.
78.-(1) When approved by the Ministcr, the work or :-O~~J~c:e\~~
expenditure for a purpose mentioned in section 76 shall be
carried out in accordance with the requirements of the Minis-
tcr and, upon the completion of any such work or expcnditure,
the township may submit to the Minister all application under
section 79 for the subsidy authorized by this Part.
















(2) Where the township is an island. expenditure for which
the township may be entitled to aid under this Part may
include the whole, or such proportion as the Minister
directs, of the cost of establishing and maint.1.ining a ferry
service between the island and the mainland by the township.
its lessee or licensee.
(3) The Minister may arrange with the Government of
Canada that a superintendent of an Indian agency for an
Indian reserve may act as road superintendent to supervise
the construction and maintenance, in accordance with the re-
quirements of the Minister, of the roads in any township or
part of a township constituting the Indian reserve and, where
such an arrangement has been made, the Government of
Camda may apply under section 79 for the subsidy authorized
by this Part, and this Part applies mutatis mutandis thereto.
1957, c. 43, s. 72, anumded.
79.-(1) A township shall annually, and may with the
consent of the Minister at any time during the progress of
road constructlon or maintenance. submit to the Ministcr.
(a) a detailed statement of receipts and expenditures
in the form prescribed by the Minister;
(b) a declaration of the township road superintendent
that the statement of receipts and expenditures is
correct and that the work has been done in accord-
ance with the requirements of the Minister;
(c) a dedaration of the township treasurer that the
statement of receipts and expenditures is correct
and that it contains no item of expenditure whether
for labour or materials that was not paid to the
persons performing the work or supplying the ma-
terials in cash Or by cheque of the township; and
(d) a petition for the payment of the subsidy authorized
by resolution of the council.
(2) Upon the receipt of the statement, declarations and
petition, the Minister may direct payment to the township
treasurer out of the moneys appropriated therefor by the
Legislature of all amount equal to 50 per cent of the amount
of the expenditure that is properly chargeable to road improve-
ment and in all cascs the decision of the Minister is final.
(3) Notwithstanding subsection 2, the Minister, having
regard to the economic condition of the township and the
adequacy of its plan of road improvemcnt, may direct pay-
ment to the township treasurer out of the moneys appro-
priated therefor by the Legislature of such amount as he
deems requisite,
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(a) in the case of a bridge or culvert, up to 100 percent;
and
(b) in the case of any other road improvement, up to 80
percent,
of the amount of the expenditure that is properly chargeable
to road improvement.
(4) Expenditure in respect of which aid may be granted EXl,llu~iou
under this section docs not include,
(a) any amount levied in the township for county road
purposes: or
(b) except with the consent of the Minister, any other
road expenditure towards which a contribution has
been paid or may be payable from any source.
1957,c.43,s.73.
80.-(1) A city or town in a provisional judicial district, Rgg~J~1;'
by by-law passed with the assent of at least two-thirds of 0f,rr~~~ro~s
the members of its council, may agree with a township to du~~~a~ t
share the cost of construction or maintenance of any township Imp,.;'ve-(l
d h J d 'd' h· h' h b ment orroa t at ea s or IS a Jacent to t e CIty or town or w IC , Y t.ownsblp
reason of the existence of the city or town, is subjed to ex- roads
traordinary traffic.
(2) \Vhere the cost of construction or maintenance of a ~°bo~tto
township road is shared by a city or town under an agreement
made under this section, the Minister may direct that there
shall be paid to the township out of the moneys appropriated
therefor by the Legislature such proportion of the expenditure
made on such road as is fixed under this Part for expenditure
on township roads in that township and the balance of the
expenditure shall be shared equally by the township and the
city or town. 1957,c.43,s.74.
summer
in which subdivisions have been laid out; or
in which parts are used or occupied as
resorts or arc adjacent to a city,
Ca)
(b)
81. The council of a township in which statute labour has Pal~~nt
been abolished by by-law and summer, , Te$(lrt or
suburban
'~M
may by by-law separate the subdivisions or parts for the pur-
poses of taxation from the remainder of the township by
defining the limits of the subdivisions or parts and in imposing
the township rate for ro.'Id purposes may impose and levy a
higher rate upon the subdivisions or parls than upon the
remainder of the township, but no such by-law has efTect
until it has been approved in writing by the Minister and the
amount raised by increasing the rate shall not be included
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82.-(1) Evcry city, town and villagc, except a city or
scp.:'lratcd town in a county other than an area municipality
in determining the expenditure of the township on which any
subsidy may be paid out of the mOlleys appropriated therefor
by the Legislature. 1957. c. 43. s. 75.
PART X





upendlturo under The A-ftmicipality of lIfelropolitan Toronto Act that does
:::·~6g· 1960, not contribute towards the construction and maintenance
of suburban roads, may submit a by-law covering the esti-
mated e.xpenditure all the construction and maintenance of
its roads for the calendar year to the Minister for his approval
not later than the 31st day of March of the year in which
the expenditure is to be made. and no subsidy shall be granted
to a city, town or village in respei:t of expenditure that has









(2) A city, town or village may at any time submit to the
Minister for his approval a by-law covering an estimated
expenditure on road construction and mail1tenance supple-
menting the by-law submitted under subsei:tion I. 1958,
c. 35, s. 8.
83.-(1) Where the Minister has approved a by-law to
provide for expenditure under this Part, the city, town or
village shall annually, and may with the conscnt of the
Ministcr at allY time during the progress of road construction
or maintenance, submit to the l'vIinister,
(a) a detailed sL.'ltcment of receipts and expenditures
in the form prescribed by the Minister;
(b) a declaration of the engineer or other officer of the
municipality who is charged with the responsibility
of directing and supervising the work that the state-
ment of receipts and expenditures is correct and
that the work has been done in accordance with the
requirements of the Minister;
(t:) a declaration of the treasurer of the municipality
that the statement of receipts and expenditures is
correct; and
(d) a petitioll for the payment of the subsidy authorized
by resolution of the council.
(2) Upon the receipt of the statement, declarations and
petition, the Minister may direct payment to the treasurer
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of the municipality out of the moneys appropriated therefor
by the Legislature of an amount equal to,
(a) in the case of a city or separated town, 33.% per cent;
and
(b) in all other cases, 50 percent,
of the amount of the expenditure that is properly chargeable
to road improvement and in all cases the decision of the
Minister is final.
(3) Notwithstanding subsection 2, in the case of a town ~~~~:I'J":e
not being a separated town or of a village, the Minister, !J1a~rer
having regard to the economic condition of the town or village
and the adequacy of its plan of road improvement, may
direct payment to the treasurer of the town or village out of
the moneys appropriated therefor by the Legislature of such
amount as he deems requisite,
(a) in the case of a bridge or culvert, up to 80 per cent;
and
(b) in the case of any other road improvement, up to 50
per cent,
of the amount of the expenditure that is properly chargeable
to road improvement.
(4) \V!lere the l:OlllSlrul:liuil or mailltcilallce of a road in In ca~" orexpondlture
a city, town or village that is a connecting link or extension fnn ~f~~~~t­
of the King's Highway is carried out under an agreement th~ King's
d . h h M·· d . 22 h d' HIghwayrna e WIt t e ! mIster un er section ,t e expen Iture
made by the city, town or village on such road shall not be
included in the statement submitted to the Minister under
this section unless the work on which the expenditure is made
is additional to that provided for in the agreement and is
properly chargeable to road improvement under this Part.
1957,c.43,s.77.
84. Expenditures ,that are properly chargeable to road fux~~W-IbIO
improvement include those made for any or all of the following rOr8U~Y
purposes:
1. Opening a new road and acquiring the neccss.'try
land therefor.
2. Clearing a road of obstructions.
3. Widening, altering or diverting a road.
4. Subject to The Publi, Senna Works on Highways !::·r3~· 1360,
Act, taking up, removing or changing the location of
appliances or works placed Oll or under a road by
an operating corporation.
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5. Constructing and maintaining bridges. culverts or
other structures, other than sewers, incidental to
the construction of a road.
6. Grading.
7. Constructing and maintaining an approved base for
the road surface including the installing and main·
taining of under-drainage therefor, other than sewers.
8. Constructing and maintaining any type of TOad
surrace.
9. Constructing and maintaining curbs, gutters and
catch basins.
10. Clearing snow and applying chemicals or abrasives
to icy surfaces.
11. Such purposes of road improvement as the Minister
approves. 1957,c.43,s.78.
~~~l~,fc11n8 85. Where the whole or a part of an original township lot
~~b:sl-iJalon has been subdivided into lots and is being developed for
not ellelble building purpmes, the expenditures made on the opening or
constructing of any road therein are not properly chargeable
to road improvement under this Part unless the road is a
main thoroughfare for traffic or is designed and laid out as












86. Except with the consent of the Minister, no expendi-
tures, other than those that are provided for entirely by aid
granted under this Part and out of funds raised by a general
rate levied upon all the rateable property in the municipality
or by the issue of debentures to be retired by a general rate
so levied, shall be included in the statement submitted under
section 83. 1957, c. 43, s. 80.
87. Notwithstanding section 86, any contribution made by
a county under section 61 towards the construction and main-
tenance of roads, other than county roads or county road
extensions or connecting links, in an urban municipality not
separated from the county may be included in the statement
submited to the Minister under section 83 for the purpose
of determining the grant payable to such urban municipality
under this Part, and where such contribution is in the form
of work carried out by the county, the value of such work
as certified by the county road superintendent may be so
included. 1957,c.43,s.81.
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88. In the case of a city or separated town, the Minister ~:~~:;ay
may require that of the expenditure to be made under this ~;~~~Oll
Part so much as is necessary sh:J.lI be made on the construc- nectlna link
tion and maintenance of the roads that he designates as ex-
tensions or connecting links of the King's Highway, 1957,
c. 43, 5.82.
80. Where under paragraph 3 of subsection 1 of section t~1J!-::;~~~
468 of The Jvbm£cipal Ad a city, town or village grants aid ~lwc~t~r
to a township towards the construction or maintenance of a vll~f3Itodb8
township road, the aid so granted is properly chargeable to ~.s.o.~1~60.
road improvement and may be included in the statement of n. 24(1
expenditures submitted to the Minister by the city. town or
vil1age under this Part. 1957, c. 43, s. 83.
PART Xl
DEVELOPMENT ROADS
90.-(1) The Minister may designate as a development ~~~~~1;~_n
road a road or proposed road under the jurisdiction and ment rotd!l
control of a municipality, other than a city, separated town,
town or village, which because of the requirements of traffic
he considers should be constructed, improved or maintained
to a higher standard than is reasonable having regard to the
economic situation of the municipality.
(2) The Minister and the rnunicipality may enter into an~~da~r;:~~~on
agreement for the construction or maintenance of a develop- ::'~~enta
ment road designated under subseetion 1, and the Minister ~
may direct paymellt out of the moneys appropriated therefor
by the Legislature of such proportion of the cost thereof as
he deems requisite.
(3) A development road designated under subsection 1 ~':::~lnB
remains under the jurisdiction and control of the municipality. ~~tiol or




91.-(1) In thisscction, ll:N:Jfr<l-
(a) "cost of the work" includcs thc actual amount !l..'lid
for materials and rental of machincry, the valuc of
labour employed all the work, the &1.lary of the
secretary-treasurer of the road commissioncrs elec-
ted undcr The Statl/le Labour Act, and the sheriIT's ~~'~8'?' lOGO,
costs in connection with the sale of land for arrears
of statute labour;
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(b) "value of the labour employed on the work" shall
be computed on the basis of the actual time worked
applied to the rates of wages prevailing in the locality
in which the work is performed.
:it~r:~gfo'r (2) The Minister may arrange with the foad commissioners
~~~~rri_etlollelected under The Statute Labour Act or with a person who
tenanoe is the owner of land in territory without municipal organiza·
tion· for the construction or maintenance of a road therein,
and the Minister may direct payment out of the moneys
appropriated therefor by the Legislature of an amount equal
to such proportion of the cost of the work as he deems requisite.
~~e'":'-nlt~on (3) Where the Minister deems it desirable that the in-
des~ble habitants of any territory without municipal organization
~·~4~· 1960, should become incorporated undcr The Municipal Act, the
amount that may be paid out under this section in respect
of a road in that territory shall not exceed 50 per cent of the

















92. Subject to the approval of the Board, a municipality
may by by-law designate any new road established under
section 459 of The Municipal Ad as a controJled-acccss road.
93.-(1) In this section, "road" includes an unopened
road allowance.
(2) Subject to the approval of the Board, a municipality
may by by-law close a municipal road that intersects or
runs into a controlled-access road designated under section 92.
(3) The Board may direct that notice of an application
for approval of the closing of a road under this section shall
be given at such time, in such manlier and to such persons
as the Board determines, and may further direct that parti-
culars of claims in respect of land injuriously affected by the
closing and particulars of objections to the closing shall be
filed with the Board and the municipality within such time
as the Board directs.
(4) Upon the hearing of the application, the Board may
make an order refusing its approval or granting its approval
upon such terms and conditions as it deems proper.
(5) The municipality or any person, including a munici-
pality or a local board thereof, that has filed particulars of
a claim or objection may, with leave of the Court of Appeal,
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appeal to that court from any order made under subsection 4,
and subsections 4 to 6 of scct:OIl 11 apply mutatis mutattdis
thereto.
(6) Upon the closing of a road in accordance with an order ~~pensa­
of approval, the municipality shall make due compensation
to the owner of land injuriously alTected by the closing and
every claim for such compens..1.tiol1 shall be determined in
accordance with subsections 2 to 6 of section 11 which sub·
sections apply m1ltatis mutandis. but no claim by or on behalf
of a person who has not filed particulars of his claim within
the time directed by the Board under subsection 3 shall be
allowed except by leave of the Board. 1957, c. 43, $.87.
94:.-(1) A municipality may pass by-laws prohibiting or ~~~:~te
regulating the construction or use of any private road, en- ~~~n~%n~'
tranceway, gate or other structure or facility as a means of trolled- d
lied d d · d d . accesa rOlaccess to a contro ·access raa eSlgnate un er section
92 and may impose penalties for contravention of any such
by-law.
(2) The municipality may give notice to the owner of any Notlce
land requiring him to close up any private road, entranceway,
gate or other structure or facility constructed or used as a
means of access to a controlled-access road designated under
section 92 in contravention of a by-law passed under subsec-
tion 1.
(3) Every notice given under subsection 2 shall be in writing ~r~V~t?ce
and shall be served personally or by registcrcd letter and in
the case of service by registered lcttcr shall be deemed to have
been received on the second day following the mailing thereof.
(4) Where the person to whom notice is givcn undcr sub- ~~~l; ~lth
section 2 fails to comply with the notice within thirty days notIce
after its receipt, thc municipality may by resolution direct
any officer, employee or agent of the municipality to enter
upon the land of such person and do or cause to be done
whatever is necessary to close up the private road, entrance-
way, gate or other structure or facility as required by the
notice.
(5) Every person who fails to comply with a notice given Offence
under subsection 2 is guilty of an offence and on summary
conviction is liable to a fine of not less than $10 and not
more than S100 for a first offence and to a fine of not less
than $50 and not more than $500 for any subsequent offence.
(6) Where a notice given under subsection 2 has been ~~~rn.
complied with, the municip..'1lity shall make due compensation
to the owner of the land if the private road, entranccway,
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9lS. The rood superintendent appointed by a road authority
under this Act may, without any direction from the Minister
96.-(1) Notwith6tanding The Municipal Ad, a road
gate or other structure or facility constructed or Used as a
means of access to a controlled-access food designated under
section 92 was constructed or used, as the case may be.
(a) before the day on which the by-law designating
the road as a controlled·access road became effec-
tive:or
(b) in compliance with a by-law passed under subsection
I, in which case the making of compensation is sub-
ject to any provisions of such by-law.
Procedure (7) Every claim for such compensation shall be determined
in accordance with subsections 2 to 6 of section J1 which





t'o''dh rTgard or road authority by which he is appointed, initiate and carry
R.S.~.~~~o. out proceediog"s under The Ditches and Watercourses Act
C<:. 109. 252 and may sign petitions under The M1lnuipal Drainage Act
for the purpose of procuring proper drainage for any road
within the jurisdiction and control of the road authority, and
he has authority to file or receive notices as owner in accord-
ance with the procedure prescribed by such Acts. 1951,




~~dOBes superintendent may, without the passing of a by-law or res·
R.S~O. 1960. olution, apply to the owner of any gravel pit or gravel land









(2) The road superintendent shall state in the application
the price per cubic yard or per acre of such amount of gravel
as he requires.
(3) If the owner docs not, within three days after receiving
the application, agree with the road superintendent to sell
the gravel or the land and as to the price at which the same
shall be sold, the road superintendent may, upon seven days
notice in writing to the owner, apply to a judge of the county
or district court of the county or district in which the gravel
or the land is situate for an order fixing the price to be paid
for the gravel or the land. and the judge upon the application
and llpon hearing such evidence as he deems necessary may
fix the price per cubic yard or per acre to be paid for the
gravel or the land and may order and direct that upon the
payment or tendering of the price so fixed the road super-
intendent, by his servants or agents, Illay enter upon the
lands and take the gravel so required.
(4) An appeal lies from the order of the judge of the county
court to the Court of Appeal. 1957, c. 43, s. 90.
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07.-(1) While a work authorized by this Act is in progress ~~l~g
on a road, other than the King's Highway, the road supcr- trnme
intendent or a person authorized by him may close to traffic
the road for such time as the road superintendent or such
person, as the case may be, deems necessary.
(2) While a road is so closed to traffic. the municipality ~~~!~'l~t~e
having jurisdiction and control of the road shall provide and provided
keep in repair an alternative route for traffic and for pro-
perty owners who cannot obtain access to their property
by reason of such closing, and for the period during which
the road is closed to traffic the alternative route is under the
jurisdiction and control of that municipality.
, (3) While a road is so closed to traffic, the road superin- Bamcad\lS
teodent or a person authorized by him shall protect it by
erecting or causing to be erected at each end of the road so
closed, and wherever an alternative route deviates from it,
a barricade upon which a red light shall be exposed and kept
burning continuously from sunset until sunrise and at such
points shall put up a dctour sign indicating thc alternative
route and containing a notice that the road is closed to traffic.
(4) Every person using a road closed to traffic in accordance ~a'l IT'a\:"Nlll;;
with this section docs so at his own risk and the municipality
having jurisdiction and contra! of the road is not liable for
any damage sustained by a person using a road so closed to
traffic.
(5) Every person who without lawful authority uses a Otrence
road so closed to traffic while it is protected in accordancc
with subsection 3, or who removes or dcfaccs any barricadc,
light, detour sign or notice placed thcreon by lawful authority,
is guilty of an offcnce and on summary conviction is liable to
a fine of not morc than 550 and is also liable to the muni-
cipality having jurisdiction and control for any damage or
injury occasioned by such wrongful usc, removal or deface-
ment.
(6) This scction applies to any road for which provision ;;-f~~u;~~n
has been madc under any Act for the construction, main- ~e(llal
tcnance and control thcreof by a commission appointed by the
Lieutenant Governor in Council. 1957, c. 43, s. 91.
98. Where an engineer of thc Department reports to the ~:f~~~~~~<)8
Minister that a municipal road is out of repair, the Minister t/.i~~t1~~n~
may, after at least two months notice in writing to the Illuni- on der8UJ~,0.r
o 10 dO h D d 1 1munlclpa ,ty
Clpa Ity, Ireet t e epartment to un crtake t Ie work 0
putting the road in repair, and thc cost of the work is
chargeable to and is a debt duc from the municipality
to the Crown, and the Minister may direct that thc cost shall
be deductcd from any sums of mOIlCY payable to thc muni-
cipality under this Act. 1957, c. 43, s. 92.








09. Notwithstanding any other Act, no earth, debris or
excavated material shaH be deposited within the limits of
a road without permission in writing so to do frolll the
road authority responsible for the maintenance of the road.
1957,c.43,5.93.
100.-(1) A local municipality may construct a sidewalk
or other improvement or service on a highway or road with the
written consent of the authority having jurisdiction and con-
trol of the highway or road.
How cost
provided (2) The cost of such a sidewalk, improvement or service
may be met out of the general funds of the local municipality
or out of funds of the authority having jurisdiction and control
of the highway or road, or the work may be undertaken as a
~~'~2'l' 1960. local improvement under The Local Improvement Act.
::u(~}c~llty (3) A local municipality when constructing such a sidewalk,
tg ~;uj::e":! improvement or service shall conform to any requirements or
~cntsand conditions imposed by the authority having jurisdiction and
8Ibf~r~~n- control of the highway or road, and is responsible for any
damal::o .• d 'edbl .IllJury or amagc occaSiOlI y tIC construction or presence






(4) A township may apply to the Minister for 3uthority
to construct a sidewalk or footpath on the King's Highway
or a county rOOld and the Minister may grant the authority,
and upon completion of the work may approve thereof at his
discretion, and, upon the approval being given, the township
may apply to the Minister in the form prescribed by him for
the payment to it out of the moneys appropriated therefor
by the Legislature of an amount not exceeding 50 per cent of
the cost of the work, and the Minister may authc.rize the
payment. 1957, c. 43, s. 94.
101. A municipality or suburban roads commission may
plant trees all its roads, and the cost of the work shall be
deemed to bc part of the cost of maintaining the road. 1957,




102.-(1) A road superintendent, with the approval of the
road authority, may cnter into an agreement with the owner
of any land adjacent to a road under the jurisdiction and
control of the road authority for the removal of any tree,
shrub, bush, hedge, fence, sign board, gasoline pump, building
or other object growing or standing on the road or on land
adjoining the road and that may cause the drifting or accumu-
lation of snow or may injuriously affect the road or obstruct
the vision of pedestrians or drivers of vehicles on the road,
and the agreement may provide for the amount of compensa-
tion to be paid to the owner for damages caused to him by
reason of the removal.
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(2) Where the road superintendent is of the opinion that tcrJhl~C:flt~~~
a tree, shrub, bush, hedge, fence, sign board, gasoline pump, ~mc:iv~o
building or other object growing or standing on the road or
on land adjacent to the road will cause the drifting or accumu·
lation of snow or will injuriously affect the road or will obstruct
the vision of pedestrians of drivers of vehicles on the road
and he is unable to agree with the owner of the land for the
removal of the same or as to the amount of compensation to be
paid therefor, he may, with the approval of the foad authority,
apply to the judge of the county court of the county in which
the land affected is situated for an order authorizing him to
enter upon the land affected and remove any object with
respect to which the application is made, and the judge, upon
such notice to the owner of the land as he deems proper, may
make such order and may fix the amount of compensation
to be paid to the owner and give such directions as to costs
as in his opinion are equitable.
(3) The Judges' Orders Enforcement Act applies




(4) A county or township may by by-law determine and ~~;;i fer
fix the distance from the centre line of a road under its radj~cent
jurisdiction and control within which the owner of any lands
adjacent to the road shall not plant or cause to be planted
any tree, shrub, bush or hedge, or erect or cause to be erected
any fence, sign board, gasoline pump, building or other
structure that may cause the drifting or accumulation of
snow or that may injuriously affect the road or obstruct
the vision of pedestrians or drivers of vehicles on the road.
1957,c. 43,s. 96.
103.-(1) A municipality, other than a city or separated ~~{:i:~I~1/;
town, with the approval of the Minister, may make an agree-
ment with the road authority having jurisdiction and control
of the King's Highway, a county road or a suburban road for
the widening of the highway or road in the municipality, and
may make a further agreement with the road authority and
any municipality or commission interested in the highway or
road and with any municipality, commission or company
owning or operating a street railway or electric railway on the
highway or road fixing the proportions in which the cost of
the widening and of the removal or replacing or altering of
the tracks of the street railway or electric railway consequent
upon the widening shall be borne by the municipality, the
road authority, any municipality or commission interested in
the highway or road and by the municipality, commission or
company owning or operating the street railway or electric
railway.











(2) Where the parties to the proposed agreement are unable
to agree as to the proportion in which each of them shall so
contribute, the proportion shall be determined by the Board
and the decision of the Board is final and conclusive and is
not subject to any appeal.
(3) Subject to the terms of the agreement entered into
with the road authority for the widening of the highway or
road, the municipality may pass by-laws for acquiring by
purchase or otherwise or for expropriating any land described
in the agreement or necessary to carry out the provisions
~':4.~' 1960, thereof, and The Municipal Act as to the acquiring, occupying
or taking of land for municipal purposes applies to the acquir-'
ing, occupying or taking of land under the by-law.
(4) A county not having jurisdiction and control of the
highway or road but through which the highway.or road
passes may agree to contribute to the cost of the widening
of the highway or ro<'\d, but nothing in this section renders
it compulsory for the county to so contribute. 1957,











104. A commission appointed under an Act of the Legis-
lature for the purpose of exercising or carrying out in any
particular locality powers elsewhere exercisable by a munici-
pality with respect to the construction of roads has the like
rights and powers and shaJl perform the like duties and is
entitled to the same aid as a township under this Act. 1957,
c. 43,s. 98.
lOu. Where a subsidy is applied for under this Act,
vouchers covering all expenditures in respect of which the
subsidy isapplicd for shall be furnished to the Minister in a form
satisfactory to him and the Minister may require the produc-
tion of any book, statement or other document respecting
the subsidy. 1957, c. 43, s. 99.
106. Any by-law that is submitted to the Minister for
approval under this Act may be approved in whole, in part
or subject to conditions and, where the by-law is approved
in part or subject to conditions, the by-law has force and
effect only asso approved. 1959. c. 42, s. 3.
107.-(1) If resistance or opposition is made to the
Minister or any person authorized by him entering upon or
taking possession of land under this Act or exercising any
other power in respect of land under this Act, the Minister
may apply to a judge of the Supreme Court or to the judge
of the county or district court of the county or district in
which the land is situate for a warrant (Form 1) directing
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the sheriff of the county or district to put down such resistance
or opposition and to put the Minister in possession of the land
or to take such steps as may be necessary to enable the
Minister to exercise such power.
(2) The judge shall in writing appoint a time and place Hearing
for the hearing of the application and in his appointment may
direct that it shall be served upon such persons and in such
manner as he prescribes.
(3) On proof of such resistance or opposition and of the ;,S:~:'a~~
interest of the Crown in such land or of the intention of the
Minister to exercise a power in respect thereof, the judge may
issue the warrant.
(4) The sheriff shall forthwith execute the warrant and ~f~~;::~t
make a return to the judge 01 the execution thereof. 1957,
c.43,s.loo.
108. The cost of material, labour, special engineering or ~o~ooat
other services, land and property or options thereon, plant, provided
machinery and equipment and the repair and maintenance of
plant, machinery or equipment and all expenditure in or
about any work undertaken by the Minister under this Act
or incidental thereto, or contracts therefor, shall be paid out
of the mOlleys appropriated therefor by the Legislature.
1957, c. 43, s. 101.
109.-(1) The Highway Reserve Account in the Consoli- ~~~~t~~tlon
dated Revenue Fund is continued under the name of the Account
Highway Construction Account and such amounts as are
appropriated by the Legislature for that account shall be
credited to that account.
(2) The Minister may payout of the Highway Construction Idem
Account expenditures incurred in the construction of highways.
1957, c. 43, s. 102.
110. Notwithstanding anything in any other Act, all fines ~lBlnr::tlan
and other penalties recovered for offences under this Act com-
mitted on or with respect to a highway under the jurisdiction
and control of the Department shall be paid to the Department.
1957, c. 43, s. 103.






COUNTY (or DISTRICT) OF
To
}
IN TilE MATTER OF
Tiu l/ighu'lJY lmpr~mtnJ Ad
AND IS TilE MATTER OF
......... " , .
SIIERII.-r, ETC.:
WHEREAS resistancc or opposition has been made to the Minister 01
Highways or a person authorized by him entering lIpoll or takillg possession
of (or oslhe COst maybe) the land described as follows:
Aso WHElKAS the proof required by section 107 of T~ HighTDGY
1m[Jr(1[JtmenJ A a has been made before me;
THIs IS TIIEREFORE to command you in Her Majesty', name forth-
with to put do",n such resistance or opposition and put the Minister of
Highways ill poss('!l!lioll of the said land (or, to put down such resistance
or opposition and take such steps as may be necessary to enable the
Mill1ster of Highways to .. . ). and to make a return
to me of your execution hereor.
GIVEN under my hand this day of . . ...... ,19......
]UIJGK
1951, c. 43, Form 1.
